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Faculty Defeats EPC Plan for
Educational Studies Staffing
A
held
Prospective freshmen receive a tour of the College daring visitation
days which were held to give admitted students a chance to visit and
see the College.
 ;
DeRocco Outlines
Tenure Procedure
Faculty
by Alan Levine
While declining to discuss the
of this year's impending
'ndreV G. DeRocco ex-
plained the workings of the tenure
process, a' procedure important to
students which is not understood
by many. In recent years, students
have coniplained about tenure
decisions jwithout comprehending
the methojd by which these deci-
sions werej made.
DeRocco explained that the
notion of i academic tenure was
arrived atiby the American Asso-
ciation of; University Professors
(AAUP) irj the 1930's, a turbulent
decade foij. higher education. Ten-
ure guidelines were established for
two main Reasons:
I) TheV guarantee academic
freedom, ^specially for professors
with unpopular opinions. A profes-
sor who dares to think differently
from the nOrm need not be afraid of
dismissal.! This was particularly
important in the 30's, according to
De Rocccj, since many people
involved ih higher learning were
toying with Marxist ideas.
. , 2) Tenure guidelines serve as a
sorf-iof^counterbalance to the fact
that, as De'Rocco put it, "you don't
make a big buck" as a professor.
"If you (tould at least provide
people with the assurances that
they had :a job," he said, the
relatively tow salary is not such a
deterrent to qualified individuals.
An individual who has tenure can
be assuredj that he has an appoint-
ment in perpetuity, until he retires
or resigns., "barring the most
extraordinary circumstances."
However, the individual is tenured
in a particular department, and if
that department is eliminated, as in
the case of Trinity's Education
Department, the members of that
department no longer have tenure
at the school, Furthermore, faculty
members are only tenured in
departments, not programs. For
example, an Intercultura) Studies
professor might be tenured in the ;
History Department, not in his
program.
At Trinity, the standard proce-
dure- dictates that the tenure
decision is made after the faculty
member's sixth year; in this way, if"
tenure is denied, there is a
one-year grace period in which he
can continue to teach at Trinity
while looking for other employ-
ment. Essentially, the process is
one of "up or out in seven years,"
according to De Rocco.
Typically, when an individual
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by Joseph McAleer
special faculty meeting was
last Thursday afternoon to
consider a proposal by the
Educational Policy Committee
(EPC). The recommendation called
for a reduction of the Psychology
Department by one-half FTE, and a
transference of this one-half FTE
towards an eventual Educational
Studies program at Trinity. The
motion was defeated by a wide
margin.
The EPC under chairman Henry
A. DePhilJips was charged with
Finding a solution to the problem of
allotting Full-Time Equivalents
(FTEs) to the future Educational
Studies program, to commence in
the 1982-1983 Academic Year.
The average faculty member
teaches six courses per year and is
assigned one FTE. The FTE
number is based on the number of
courses taught: 6 courses, 1 FTE; 3
courses, '/i FTE. The Ad-
ministration allots a maximum of
135 FTEs each year.
Out of this total of 135 FTEs, one
FTE was set aside for the future
Educational Studies program.
However, at a faculty meeting
earlier this year, it was decided that
1 'A FTEs should be devoted to the
program. Since this new ap-
propriation would exceed Trinity's
limit to 135 '/a FTEs, the
Educational Policy Committee was
mandated to find a reduction of
one-half FTE somewhere amongst
the departments, that could be
committed to the Educational
Studies program and keep the
maximum firmly at 135 FTEs.
As a result, this problem has kept
the EPC very busy these past few
months. According to DePhillips,
no reductions in FTEs were
"volunteered" by any department.
The S EPC, therefore, embarked
upon; an extensive search for the
department that could be reduced
by one-half FTE, or three courses.
EPC! soon narrowed its focus to
four (departments whose courses of
study were considered germaine to
an Educational Studies program:
Histiory, Sociology, Political
Sciehce, and Psychology. The EPC
finally chose the latter, and this was
the basis of-their proposal to the
faculty last Thursday: to reduce the
six FTEs allotted to Psychology by
one-half, or three courses, and
transfer them to Educational
Studies. The professor most in-
fluenced by this proposal would be
Dr. Charles Schultz, who would
thereby share his one FTE between
the two courses of study.
DePhillips noted that this was a
unanimous proposal voted by all of
the committee members. He en-
tered the faculty meeting feeling
that the EPC had fulfilled its
responsibility and would present
the "best-yet" recommendation.
Whsu was considered by
DePhillips to be "a good proposal"
touched off a long and hostile
debate at the faculty meeting. The
source of much of the concern
came from members of the
Psychology Department itself, who
vehemently opposed any reduction
in jtheir course offerings. Dr.
William Mace, Chairman of the
Psychology Department, asked the
faculty to "consider the con-
sequences for our department,"
which would be "substantially
Robinson-Jackson Responds to
TCB Criticism of Her Role
by Steven A. Elmendorf
Director of Minority Affairs
Barbara Robinson-Jackson re-
sponded sharply this week to
recent criticism of her perfor-
mance. Robinson-Jackson, in a
Tripod interview, labeled two of
her leading critics Jamaal Kantey
and Gilda Moseby as "spineless"
and "revealing a slave mentality."
Robinson-Jackson said • that
Kantey and Moseby had- never
been to see her about \ their
complaints. She asserted that
"these complaints were never
made to black people. Instead they
go to the big bosses."
Robinson-Jackson also said she
is considering legal action against
the Trinity Coalition of Blacks
because of statements they made in
a Tripod letter to the Editqr on
April 15, 1980. In the letter which .
was signed by TCB, Robinson-
Jackson was referred to as "an
over-bearing power hungry admin-
istrator." The letter also charged
Robinson-Jackson with responsi-
bility for a decreasing number of
black students. The Director of
Minority Affairs labeled both these
statements as libelous.
Robinson-Jackson was also criti-
cized at a March 14 Board of
Fellows meeting. At that meeting
members of TCB charged that
Robinson-Jackson employed mi-
nority advisors as spies at TCB
meetings. Robinson-Jackson label-
ed that charge as "ludicrous",
saying that "you have to consider
the source, a non-minority advi-
sor."
Responding to charges that she
is power hungry, Robinson-Jackson
said that "it is a reflection of their
ignorance of black people operating
in a white institution; and ignor-
ance as to the power held by any
minority on this campus." She said
further that there is "no minority
position of power" on this campus.
Robinson-Jackson says she has
had quite a few minority students
come in to express their support for
her. She feels the minority situa-
tion at Trinity has improved
considerably during her tenure.
"When I first came here there was
a totally polorized situation."
Robinson-Jackson pointed out that
blacks and other minorities are now
more intergrated into all levels of
campus life. She. pointed to minor-
ity membership in fraternities and
other student activities as an
accomplishment. She pointed fur-
ther to minority orientation for
freshmen, the first black trustee, a
black Vice President of the Parents
Association, and reorganization of
the President's Council on Minori-
ties. Robinson-Jackson said the
criticism of her is "frustrating for
someone who has worked hard for
change."
Vice President of the College
Thomas A. Smith is Robinson-
Jackson's immediate superior. He
commented that anyone who deals
with race relations "will be contro-
weakened" by the proposal. Dr.
Karl Haberlandt, Associate
Professor of Psychology, also noted
that Trinity's (department of
Psychology presently has a lower
number of FTE's (six) than in
departments of 'comparable in-
stitutions, such as Bates (nine),
Wesleyan (thirteen), and Williams
(nine and onf-half). Though
Psychology at trinity has the same
number of FTEs as Amherst and
Haverford Colleges, Haberlandt
stated, these institutions "have the
benefit of sharing their resources
with others," ."Such as through
Amherst's Five-lcollege Exchange
Program. '
Dr. Noreen Channels, assistant
Professor of Sociology, was op-
posed to the 'EPC limiting its
search to just four departments.
Instead, "there; are compelling
reasons for thb exact opposite
position," she urged. In addition,
she sympathized with the difficult
situation in which this places
faculty members. Dr. Schultz, she
claimed, "will jalways carry the
clout of reducing the Psychology
Department by dne-half FTE." She
also asked where Schultz would be
housed, and whether he would
have a departmental home or ntii.
"To what exfent is all of this
bloodletting necjessary?" stated Dr.
Harvey Picker, Kssociate Professor
of Physics, summing up the general
feeling of the | opposing faculty
members, Since the proposal
concerned the Educational Studies
program, Dr. Craig Schneider,
Assistant Professor of Biology,
posed the question, "Is this
decision the best educational
policy?" * . !
Several members of the EPC
took the offensive during this
barrage of complaints. In response
to Channels ' ! opposition, Dr.
Joseph Bronzino, professor of
Engineering and a member of the
EPC', stated thijt the Committee's
search was not jimited. Rather, he
said, the Committee's search was
gradually narrqwed down, and it
was "our judgment to focus on the
four departments." Bronzino was
also opposed to the continuous
mentioning of fc)r. Schultz, as the
victim of the EJPC proposal. "It is
not the mandate of the EPC to slot
Another member of the EPC,
Dr. Frank Kirkpatrick, Associate
Professor of Religion, further
vedsial whatever their title or role." ^ e n d e d ^ C o m m i t t e e ' s search
Srriith said further "I don't neces- d n d r e s P o n d e d l ° t h e <&**">* of
sarily see controversy as bad." personnel," he -stressed, "but to
give some degree of structure." .
cont. on p. 2 cont. on p. 2
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Payment of Transportation
Chairman Debated by SGA
by Megan White
Discussion of constitutional a-
mendments pertaining to the
Transportation Committee took up
the largest part of the Student
Government Association meeting
of April 21.
Andrew Teitz was first to find
fault with the Constitutional a-
mendments that had been pre-
sented the previous week in an
effort to, as Transportation Com-
mittee Chairman Tom Hefferon
phrased it, "avoid having fiascos
that went on last year from going
on (his year." Teitz suggested
deleting the section of the Constitu-
tion that specifies that the Trans-
portation Committee must meet
once a week. Hefferon argued that
such meetings, "bring accounta-
bility to the office, and when five
rentals a week can easily bring in
over SI00 this accountability is
needed."
Mike Reiner suggested that the
Constitutional phrase concerning
meeting times be changed to, ' 'and
shall meet when the Chairman
deems necessary," but this pro-
posed amendment was not second-
ed. SGA President James Pomeroy
then proposed that instead of
having monetary compensation for
the Transportation Chairman set by
the Transportation Committee, as
the Constitutional amendment out-
lined, it should instead be set by
the Steering Board.
Sandra Smith questioned the
necessity of paying the Chairman,
when other individuals, such as
head of the Course Evaluation
Booklets, do not receive payment.
Teitz made reference to the amount
of work entailed in being Chairman
of the Committee, adding, "You
may not always get what you pay
for, but you always pay for what
you get. This was the case last year
with Scott Clamen" (van coordina-
tor). Hefferon backed up Teitz,
stating that in order to recoup some
of the costs dependable workers
are needed, and that currently the
position of Chairman is budgeted at
six hours a week. ,. .
A roll call vote was taken on
Pomeroy's motion to place the
control of monetary compensation
for the Transportation Chairman's
position in the hands of the
Steering Board. It was passed with
39 in favor, 2 opposed, and 2
abstentions.
In other business, Pomeroy
announced that the Steering Board
had'chosen Tom Hefferon, Ruth
Watson, and Joe Troiano as new
members of the Ad Hoc Curriculum
Committee.. Pomeroy also stated
that the Housing Advisory Commit-
tee would be examining medical
excuses at its next meeting.
Director . of Mather Campus
Center, Wayne Asmus, informed
SGA members that the Pub had
made a surplus of $6500, calling
the year "quite successful." As-
mus said that until this year the
Pub had suffered tremendous
deficits, and that the surplus had
been generated mostly by its
current policy of not hiring waiters
and waitresses. When questioned
about the possibility of establishing
Happy Hours, Asmus stated that
there will not be afternoon Happy
Hours, but that possibly next year
9:30-10:30 Happy Hours could be
set.
Pomeroy announced that the
Head of Residential Services, Tina
Dow, wished to have the SGA's
view on getting rid of the Linen
Service. The SGA voted thirty-two
in favor of doing away with the
service and one in favor of
retaining it.
EPC to Delay Search
Until May 6 Meeting
cont. from p. 1
where Schultz would be housed.
The EPC, he stated, believed that
the faculty member involved
should have a home in a depart-
ment that has "a coherent link"
with Educational Studies. For this
reason, therefore, EPC focused
upon the 'four relevant depart-
ments.
Finally, Dr. Samuel Kassow,
Associate Professor of History and a
member of the EPC, blamed the
apathy of the faculty as the reason
for the debate on this proposal. .He
noted that at previous meetings the
faculty was in a hurry to get home
and rushed through the voted
concerning EPC's mandate without
much discussion. Therefore,
according to Kassow, "it was up to
us to make the best decision."
After much debate, the EPC
proposal was submitted to a vote.
By a show of hands, the measure
was defeated by an overwhelming
margin,, 56-17. Only 73 of 135
faculty members attended the
meeting.
Following the vote, the meeting
continued with DePhillips asking
the faculty what the EPC should do
now. Does the faculty desire that
the EPC continue its search for
one-half of an FTE, he inquired, or
should the Committee members
postpone their duties for now?
Dr. Miller Brown, chairman of
the Philosophy department,
suggested a simple solution to the
matter-at-hand. The Faculty, he
stated, should reconsider its l'/z
FTEs appropriation to Educational
Studies, and reduce it to merely
one FTE. Brown's motion,
however, was deemed out-of-order
by Lockwood, who stressed that
"we've gone down the calendar too
far" and must come to a decision
based upon the \Vi~ FTEs allot-
ment.
Finally, with the meeting ex-
tended for fifteen minutes, Dr.
Dirk Kuyk, Associate Professor of
English, made a motion that the
EPC postpone its search, until the
matter is dealt with further at the
next faculty meeting on May 6.
Kuyk's motion was seconded, the
proposal came to a vote, and the
motion was passed.
President Lockwood warned the
faculty that "staffing decisions will
be made this spring," regardless of
the resolution of the EPC problem.
The Administration' will proceed
with the assumption of an eventual
l'/i FTEs to be allotted for
Educational Studies.'
For
Delicious
Pizza and Hot
Oven Grinders
Call when you
leave - it will
be ready upon
arrrival
SGABC Hears Funding
Appeals from Ivy,TCB
by Robert Markstein
The Budget Committee con-
vened in Wean Lounge last
Tuesday to hear the appeals of
The Trinity Coalition of Blacks
(TCB) and the 1981 IVY year-
book, each organization claim-
ing that it had not been allotted
a reasonable amount of money
for the coming academic year.
The hearings were intended to
allow the groups to present their
arguments, but the Budget
Committee will not reach its
decisions about these matters
for a couple of weeks.
In the first hearing, a number
of TCB representatives present-
ed their argument, stating that
they wanted $110 more for
magazine subscriptions for their
library and $1300 more for a
"Senior Minority Sip," a cock-
tail party honoring those black
seniors graduating from Trinity.
TCB strongly believes that
magazines will help attract a
larger and more diverse number
of people to the Black Cultural
Center. They said that the
College Library is a "zoo" and
that if students had the oppor-
tunity to go to an alternative
location to read magazines, they
would do it, TCB has been
trying very hard to build up its
library and feels that magazines
are essential to achieve this
goal.
Andrew Teitz, Chairman of
the Budget Committee, re-
sponded by saying that the
library is much more accessible
than the Black Cultural Center.
He stated that in the past,
magazines in the Black Cultural
Center have been lost.
The students representing
TCB also requested $1300 for
the annual Senior Minority Sip,
claiming that it was an impor-
tant and memorable event that
attracted a large portion of the
Trinity body. Teitz and several
Budget Committee members
insisted that there were a
plethora of celebrations, and
that the Sip was unnecessary.
Both sides presented their
arguments. TCB exceeded the
time allowed for its hearing, so
the hearing was terminated.
At the second hearing, Peter
Bain and Rick Malamut, repre-
senting the Trinity IVY, re-
quested $800 more, indicating
that if they had the extra money,
they would only need to solicit
four pages of ads instead of
twelve. Malamut, the business
manager of the IVY, stated that
a yearbook with four pages of
ads is much more appealing
than one with twelve pages of
ads.
Peter Bain, editor of the IVY,
presented his side of the story.
He admitted that the need for
more funds was due to his own
ignorance as he had never been
editor of a year book before, and
that he had contracted for only
four pages of ads, thinking that
was all that was needed.
The Budget Committee voted
to give the IVY the $800.
Robinson-Jackson Points to
Achievements as Minority Mector
conl. from p. 1
Smith, in commenting on the
racial situation at the College, said
"in the past two years the
institution has certainly become
a lot more sensitive to the condi-
tions under which blacks and
hispanics work and live on campus.
•••—I
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Donald Jackson speaking for the
Executive Committee of TCB said
that "the Executive Committee
does not wish to make a statement
at this time."
Eugene Russell, a minority ad-
visor said "overall the things she
has done here have been very
good; her personality has caused
some conflicts." Russell said he
has never spied for Robinson-Jack-
son at TCB meetings. "Never in
any respect have I said anything to
her about TCB meetings."
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'Publish or Perish'Tenure Criteria
Played Down By De Rocco
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first comes to Trinity, he is given
an initial three-year appointment,
which can be followed by two
two-year appointments. At the end
of the second year, a decision is
made about reappointing the indi-
vidual. If that decision is positive,
the next review occurs in the spring
of the fourth year at the College.
At this point,, the decision to
reappoint is what De Rocco calls a
"pre-tenure review." A candidate
who appears likely to have a poor
chance of achieving tenure, may
not receive this last two-year
re-appointment. However, if this
last Teappointment is made, the
•individual's performance will be
reviewed in great detail during the
spring of his sixth year by the
Committee on Appointments and
Promotions.
The professor's department us-
ually begins the process by either
recommending or not recommend-
ing the professor for tenure. The
department cites reasons and of-
fers evidence for its recommenda-
tion. If the department does not
recommend the professor for ten-
ure, it is very unlikely that he will
receive it.
The Committee on Appointments
and Promotions reviews the indi-
vidual's performance and record.
The Committee is composed of
three tenured faculty members
elected by their peers (one member
is elected annually), the Dean of
the Faculty and the College Presi-
dent. Current committee members
are President Lockwood, Dean De
Rocco, Professor of Economics
Ward Curran, Professor of Physics
Charles Miller and the Commit-
tee's chairman. Professor of His-
tory H. McKim Steele. De Rocco
said, "All are senior members of
The Committee's decisions are
made jointly with Trustees who are
also members of the Committee.
Following this decision, the Board
of Trustees receives the Commit-
tee's recommendation and makes
the final tenure decision.
Asked whether the Trustees
simply "rubber stamp" the Com-
mittee's decision, De Rocco re-
plied, "They make a very informed
decision. They" ask a lot of very
pertinent and searching questions.
It would be false to assume that the
Trustees rubber stamp the recom-
mendation,"
Various factors are judged when
a professor is being considered for
tenure. De Rocco stressed that he
must have done more than just
leach well. The Committee and the
Trustees are concerned that the
individual has given service to the
College by serving on College .
committees or by making Trinity
better known to the outside corn^
munity through his efforts. By~
attending conferences, presenting
papers and writing in his field of
expertise, the candidate is ex-
pected to show "evidence of
consistent professional growth."
De Rocco added that the tenure
decision is more complicated than
the often-heard "publish or per-
ish." Still, he emphasized that
publishing scholarly work indicates
professional accomplishment, and
commented that there are "lots of
reasons to believe that people who
give up on their subject become
less appealing as academics."
Dean De Rocco believes that
students have enough say in the
tenure process. Student -opinion
and evaluations are taken into
account by the Committee on
Appointments and Promotions, and
the individual departments ask for
letters of recommendation from
students who are familiar with the
professor being, considered for
tenure.
This, said De Rocco, is enough
student input, because students
will only be around for four years,
and student opinion changes. The
Ten years ago, he pointed out,
many faculties were more sym-
pathetic with the students' desire
to take part in tenure decisions.
Many of these colleges now look
back on these decisions "with
grave reservations."
Some students at Trinity com-
plain that the College delays the
announcement of tenure decision in
order to minimize student reaction.
According to De Rocco, "There's
nothing sinister Whatsoever about
the date." The recommendations
.are brought to the Trustees at their
May meeting; the date of the
meeting may vary by a week or two
each year. Referring to this year's
tenure process, Committee mem-
ber Ward Curran said, "We're
making every effort to accelerate the
process."
Both De Rocco and Curran
declined to discuss which faculty
members are being considered for
tenure this spring, saying that
revealing the names "hampers the
flexibility of the candidates and the
Appointments and Promotions
Committee." Curran concluded,
"The problems of the Committee
are difficult enough as it is. This
would just add to the difficulty."
The Dean of the Faculty would
not directly state that the Commit-
tee on Appointments and Promo-
tions is tougher in its decisions now
because of the large number, of
faculty members already tenured.
However, he noted that the College
is no longer growing in size arid will
probably not be increasing the size
of its faculty. He said, "it is certain
that one will look very carefully at
each candidate."
"It may he that we're all (Trinity
and other colleges) getting tough-
er," he finally conceded, "You
can'4 make a mistake and get away
with it." Every tenure decision
made carries with it the possibility
that a given department will be
locked into having a certain staff
for many years.
One of the challenges of the
College as a whole and to himself in
• particular, De Rocco feels, is
keeping the older faculty mem6ers
fresh and exciting. The question as
he sees it, is, "How do we as an
institution find ways to consistently
revitalize ourselves?" ParJ of his
responsibility as Dean of -the
Faculty is to ensure that the faculty
"nourish and sustain one another"
and to' "provide incentive for
persistent renewal." '
( .irl llnivvn. Din-tliirnf ihi- Willing < finer
Brown Resigns from
Writing Center Post
Lockwood's Statements Raise
New Doubts on Lee Dismissal
by Franklin Kasmin
Although some top administra-
tors have termed Randolph Lee's
counseling position as officially
eliminated, statements made by
President Lockwood last week open
new doubts about what decision."
In a meeting of the Directors of
the Parents' Association held last
Saturday, Lockwood, who presided
over the meeting, was bombarded
with questions from parents upset
over the Counseling Center.issue.
DrV Cornelius Boelhouwer, Chief of
Psychiatry at Hartford Hospital,
spoke at length on the value of the
center and the need for the
"preventative medicine" that-the
center could provide to confused
students.
Other parents responded with
suggestions for ways to raise the
funds to sustain the position.
To these responses, Lockwood
replied, according to John Leison-
ring, a student in attendance at the
meeting, . that the- decision to
eliminate the counseling position
was still under review and said that
a final decision would be made
later in the year.-. He also stated
that there had been some error in
communication between himself
and Vice President Smith over the
issue, but that the Administration
could not be expected to always
'bat-a-thousand'-.
Lockwood, according to Leison-
ring, defended the original decision
of retrenchment by saying that he
was not sure why Trinity needed
this service, that some of the wrong
people are taking advantage of the
service, and that not enough
monies were being received for the
extra position to be retained.
In a meeting with students and
administrators on March 19, how-
ever, reported Leisenring, Vice
President Smith stated that the
second counseling position would
definitely be eliminated after next
year. He said that the decision was
final', and that even if he had the
funds for another position, he
would use
department.
Professor
it in some 1 other
George Higgins, the
by Mary Ann Connors
After three years as the Allan K.
Smith Lecturer in Composition,
and as Director of the Writing
Program, Dr. Carl R:V. Brown is
resigning from Trinity to accept a
"rhetoric and composition" job on
the West Coast.
Brown is resigning not because
he is displeased with anything,
"that's going on here at all," but
for "personal and professional-
reasons." Both Brown and his wife
are natives of California; given the
choice, they have decided that they
would like to return to the West
Coast.
Although Brown has been
reappointed for another three-year
term with the Writing Center at
Trinity, he cited the fact that "this
is a non-tenure track job." In a non-
tenure track job, a position is fixed
and, according to Brown, "there is
no way of getting tenure the way
the position is currently
structured." Brown emphasized,
however, that he came to Trinity
im-coHege~Co'unselorCwho"wiirremain. completely aware of the
to provide all students counseling possibility of gaining tenure.
services, after Lee's departure,
said that he was told that the
position was being eliminated, that
Randy Lee w.as being fired, and
that he 'had heard nothing contrary
to this since the original decision to
fire Lee was made.' In reference to
the extra counseling position,
Higgins said, "The Administration
has not put a high premium on this
they just don't care."
Brown has not yet accepted a
specific job although he has been
offered a number of positions in
"rhetoric and composition." After
teaching a graduate course called,
"The Teaching of Writing," this
summer at Trinity, Brown will
leave his present position.
According to Brown, his job at
the Writing Center "is challenging
and interesting and the students'we
Admission Offered to Equal
Number of Males and Females
by Barbara Wagner
Out of 3,100 applications for
admission to Trinity's class of 1984,
the Office of Admissions has
accepted 1,200 students: . Four
hundred and fifty of those accepted
are expected to come to Trinity.
Three hundred applicants were
offered places on the waiting list.
By April 28, the Office of Admis-
sions will know how many appli-
cants wish to remain active on the
waiting list. According to W.
Howie Muir, Director of Admis-
sions, about thirty to forty-five
percent generally remain on the
waiting fist.
For the first time, Trinity offered
admission to the exact same
number of males and females.
According to Muir, this year the
candidate pool for women was
bigger and better in the past. There
was a high percentage of women
who were as well qualified as the
men. However, based on past"
records, Muir expects more men
than women to enroll in the class.
H,e does hope, however, that the
male to female ratio will be as close
as possible.
A 60-40 male-female or female-
male would be acceptable to Muir.
Yet, when the ratio goes beyond
sixty percent, he feels the school no
longer functions coeducationally.
Eighty minority students were
accepted. According to Muir, this
is not enough; the number of
minority applications . has not
grown. But he added, "This is a
problem which is not unique to
Trinity.",
Sixty rercent of those offered
admission attend public schools
and forty percent go to private
schools.
From April 17 through 28,
prospective students- were able to
visit Trkity, sit in on classes, and
attend open houses in various
departments. The main purpose of
this visitation period is to allow
prospective students to visit the
campus . to help them decide
whether to come to Trinity.
work with are fine. Ithink this is a
darn good place and a darn good
school. I'm leaving feeling very
positive." In addition, Brown
praised both the Administration
and the faculty in the English '
Department as being "very sup-
portive and helpful."
Carl Brown's position at the
Writing Center was created
• because the Administration. and
faculty believed that such a
position would add an important
and necessary dimension to the
curriculum. The English Depart-
ment wished to establish the
Writing Center in order "to
develop and improve., the writing
skills of Trinity students," said
Brown. "The credit for setting up
the Allan K. Smith Lectureship in
Composition goes to the Ad-
ministration and the English
Department."
Allan K. Smith, one of the oldest
living Trinity alumni, supported
both the Administration and
faculty by setting up an endowment
for the Writing Center. According
to Brown, "Allan made it all
possible."
"The Writing Center has been an
increasingly well-used resource,"
stated Brown. Since its opening,
the Writing Center has provided
tutorial service and workshops and
has sponsored a Reading and Study
Skills course for the past two years.
In addition to Brown, Sue Kelly
and Peter Oberlink hold positions
at the Writing Center. Both Kelly
and Oberlink" are presently
graduate students in the English
Masters Program and are tutorial
instructors for English 100.
In the past three years, Brown
has taught English 100, Advanced
Composition, seminars and one
literature course per year. Stated
Brown, "My favorite literature
course is the new course I
developed, English 382: Chicano
and Native American Traditions."
Brown is optimistic about Tri-
nity's chances of replacing him. He__
says, "My expectation is that th&
English Department will be able to
bring in someone very good to/
carry on what we've done." In fact.
Brown even went so far as to say.
that his resignation and the non-
tenure policy may pro-vide an
advantage, for Trinity: "Getting
new blood into the position as soon
as possible, may be a positive
consequence," he notes.
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Restaurant Review
Scolers: A Family Tradstion
bj Joan Steuer
Have you ever been really
hungry for a full-course dinner that
reminds you of home, and is priced
so that you won't have to starve the
next week to afford it? Well, a
restaurant that caters to your tastes
is located nearby, only about two
blocks from downtown Hartford, '
The restaurant is Scolers.
Operating since 1932, Scolers
prides itself on its reputation as "A
Family Tradition." The lunch
served at Scolers a raws a large
crowd Crf Hartford politicians and •
businesspersons: at dinner, the
clientele is a casually to well-
dressed, group of families and
'couples. Also, the latter age from -
about 22 to 82.
The wine and cocktail list are
both extensive and reflective of the
large number of food and drink
selections available. You may
choose from ten varieties of
whiskey, thirteen of scotch, cor-
dials or mixed drinks such as
planter's punch, margaritas, "ward
eight" or "side car." While you are
sipping, you may wish to order an
appetizer. Again, the offerings are
many from cherrystone clams
($3.60) and baked stuffed clams
(3.90) to fruit cocktail with sherbert
(.90) and soup du jour (.85).
As we had visited the restaurant
previously, and knew of the large
dinners served, we decided to
forego the appetizers. Upon being
seated, a basket of assorted
crackers and breadsticks and an
herbed cottage cheese were placed
before us. While happily mun-
ching, our orders were^-tarken
promptly. All meals include a
basket of assorted rolls, which to
our surprise meant a variety of
delicious miniature muffins and
homemade biscuits as well as
several other "nonstandard" flaky
rolls. All baking is done on the
premises and the rolls were fresh
and warm. Also, in addition to the
main course, you get a mixed
salad, garden vegetable and potato.
The dinners range in price from
broiled fresh mushrooms on toast
with bacon at $5.75 to baked
lobster tails at $11.95. Most of the
dinners fall into the $8.95 price
range and include veal francaise in
a white wine sauce, baked stuffed
shrimp, lobster meat saute in a
butter and sherry wine sauce,
broiled pork chops, and a shrimp a
la creole with rice, peppers and
tomato sauce. I ordered shrimp
piquante, also $8.95, which con-
sisted of a large malibar-type
shrimp sauteed in butter and white
wine with garlic and capers. The
shrimp were tender, sweet, and
outstanding. Several other
recommended specialties are the
fried chicken, southern style served
with corn fritters and apple sauce
(as well as all the other extras at
$6.75), Long Island duckling with
orange sauce ($9.50) and roast
prime ribs of beef au jus ($10.75),
junior cut (8.95). My partner or-
dered the roast beef —a mammoth
portion with bone and little fat.
Sirloin steak and filet mignon are
also $10.75.
The vegetables served on the
evening of our visit were green
cont. on p. 9
View From the Capitol
Truth in Testing: Accountability
by Carl Schiessl
The action taken by the CEEB is
indeed a start toward encouraging
the accountability of the admis-
sions testing industry. Neverthe-
less, many questions concerning
the value of standardized testing in
•admissions procedures as well as
the amount of weight to be as-
signed to test scores remain un-
answered.
The tests will continue to have
profound influence upon • human
lives and life chances. The basic
criticisms of standardized testing
remain - that massive testing does
more harm than good , in that test
preparation consumes time belter
spent learning, that testing alters
curriculum, stigmatizes children,
and misleads the public.
Additional claims have been
made against standardized testing
by its critics, (especially that test
information is much less -precise
than testers pretend, tests are
' seldom valid.even by test makers'
standards, tests are developed
subjectively and always contain
controversial items, and test scores
do not predict success in later life.
The CEEB announcement did
not deal with admissions tests
taken by students past the high
school (eve). Such exams as the
MCAT, LSAT, GRE, GMAT, and
Miller Analogies are taken by
students who have already invested
a great deal of lime and effort in
working toward a particular goal. -
The cost involved to students
taking these tests is much greater in
terms of investments already made.
The CEEB action does not effect
post-high school admissions testing
procedures, and the problems
concerning test validity and
accuracy remain unaddressed.
The disclosure of answer sheets
and a scoring key offered by the
CEEB is largely an attemr)t at
stalling the drive across the country
to noio testing boards accountable
to their constituents for the ad-
ministration of reliable and valid
tests. Many believe that the recent
commitments to "truth-in-lending",
"trulh-in-advertising", sunshine
laws, and consumerism have
spurred the interest in "truth-in-
testing" legislation.
The need for people to have
more control over their fate is a
driving factor behind this trend. In
Connecticut, as legislators
carefully monitor the develop-
ments Surrounding the New York
testing law, the debate will con-
tinue over the role of standardized
tests as a criterion for academic
advancement. The need for a
universal measure has been ex-
pressed by educators and ad-
missions personnel at all levels of
higher education. It is time for the
testing industury to take the
greater responsibility of insuring
the quality of such a measure, as
well as attempt to develop new
criteria from which to obtain a
more accurate estimate of a
student's knowledge, talent, and
abilities.
The Carouse! Ivc-aied in BusSuieu FHTH opened for business Jasi week and people of aii ages have been
enjoying the fifteen cent rides. The carouse) was built in 1914 by the defunct Stein and Goldstein
carousel company. It has 48 hand-carved horses, two lovers chariots, 800 light bulbs, and a number of
mirrors.' ' ' '
 p h o t o by R Michael Hall
Hartford In Brief
Civic Center Needs More Money
Public Works Director Jordan M. Rich announced Tuesday that
an addition $800,000 will be needed to complete the Hartford
Civic Center Coliseum reconstruction project.
Hartford City Manager Donald Peach has included the added
funding in his budget proposal for the 1980-81 fiscal year.
Originally, the anticipated cost of reconstruction was $27.5
million. However, increases have become necessary due to inflation
and construction problems. Two of the major causes of the overrun
are the overtime pay to workers so that the Coliseum could be
opened by last February and also damages to mechanical and '
electrical systems which were revealed as the reconstruction took
place.
Fines on Drunk Driving May Rise
Under a bill passed by the Connecticut House of Representatives,
fines for drunken driving would be raised and a minimum two-day
jail sentence for a second offense would be imposed.
This bill also has a provision which would make it easier to convict
those who refuse to take a sobriety test. It was passed unanimously
in the House and was sent on to the Senate.
If passed, this bill would raise fines for the conviction of drunken
drivers from the present range of $150 to $500 to a new range of
$300 to $1000. It is anticipated that these higher fines will bring in
as much as $75,000 in revenue for the state. It was suggested by
Representative Gardner E. Wright, D-Bristol, that the extra money
could be used to help pay for treatment and rehabilitation
programs.
Supporters Strike With Honiss Employees
- Approximately 150 supporters of the striking workers at the
Honiss' Oyster House rallied Friday night outside the dining
establishment singing labor songs and discouraging people from
eating there. .
Striking restaurant employees were joined on Friday by members
of the machinists union, the Greater Hartford Labor Council, and
the Connecticut Citizens Action Group. • ,?,»
The National Labor Relations Board has scheduled a heating, on
May 21 based on a complaint that the restaurant management has
been engaged in numerous unfair labor practices. The., NLftjj (
complaint also states that the alleged violations are serious enough
that the restaurant could be ordered to recognize the union as the
bargaining agent of its employees as a possible remedy to the entire
situation.
Coliseum to Receive Permanent Certificate
Hartford City Manager Donald Peach announced on Thursday
that if all goes well, the Hartford Civic Center Coliseum will receive
its permanent certificate of occupancy by the second week in May.
He repeated,.however, that this is all tentative based oh whether all
of the construction going on inside the Coliseum is totally finished.
The status of the certificate of occupancy arose in the discussions
by the City Council prior to the coliseum opening on February 6.
The City Council was reluctant, as was Mayor George Athanson, to
approve the opening without a permanent certificate of occupancy.
The Coliseum which caved in in 1978 had never received a
permanent certificate of occupancy. It had operated under a
temporary certificate from the day it opened until the day the roof
• collapsed. . "
Gas Tanker Explodes on 1-91
A. tanker carrying 8,500 gallons of gasoline overturned and
exploded on 1-91 in Hartford on Saturday causing a cloud of smoke
to cover the city for several hours. • , • • • • • '
The truck flipped on its side at approximately 11:45 a.m.
exploding into flames and causing the closing of all four lanes of the
Interstate.
The driver was burned and bruised, but there were no other
injuries reported in the crash. Traffic on the Interstate was stopped
for almost three hours.
Fire crews from Hartford, East Hartford, and Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft responded to the fire within minutes of the accident,,*"*'"'
worked for hours to kee^ the gasoline from seeping i"to t h e
C&nnecticut River and trying to minimize the risk of smaller f«"es
starting up from within the sewers.
The Trinity Tripod.
is looking for a HiftfOld Editor
for next semester.
If you are interested call us.
. 246-1829
WE NEED YOU.
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Trinity Frats Kick Off National Run For Life Day
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Alphi Chi Rho, Alpha Delta Phi,
Delta Kappa Epsiloh, Psi Upsilon,
and St. Anthony Hall opened a full
schedule of running Saturday
morning at Bushnell Park during
National Run for Life Day. - The
event which is staged annually
across the country, is co-sponsored
by the Connecticut Mutual Lift-
Insurance Company and the Ameri-
can Heart Association to benefit
the Heart Fund.
The fraternities supplied the
horsepower in the first event of the
day by pulling and pushing radio
personalities from WTIC-AM once
around Bushnell Park in sulkeys. A
sulkey is the jockey's carriage used
in harness racing.
' At the start of the race, Alpha
Chi Rho (Crow) established an
early lead with WTIC's Bob Steele
in the driver's seat. However, with
less than a quarter of the race
remaining Alpha Delta Phi (\.D.)
pin on u burst of speed to <.ipmrc
thiuiton A.D captain form Sijn-
credited WTIC's Ted Dalaku as
"the coxswain of the race. , He
paced us and totd jokes to keep us
loose." Psi Upsilon (Psi U), St.
Anthony's (St. A's), and Delta
Kappa Epsilon (Deke), the only
coed team, trailed closely al the
finish.
Over 1,000 entrants, including
the Trinity fraternities, made the
Run for Life field the largest on the
East coast. Bill Nult, public
information director for the Ameri-
can Heart Association said, "We
expect to gross $50,000 in Hartford
and S750.000 nationwide from this
event." Nutt went on to commend
Connecticut Mutual for its unusual
dedication to the Run'for Life
program.
Praise was also bestowed upon
the fraternities by WTIC sports
director Arnold Dean who organ-
ized the sulkey competition. "We
really appreciate the tremendous
job turned in by the Trinity
fratpnities " said Den "and
IIC h.id a lot or lui! while
iriL, .i worlln Ouusc
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Hartford
Reader Commentary
What You Can Do - For Your Own Sake
by Mark Modica
It is a lazy Sunday afternoon in
April and you have a spot on the
Quad with-a beer in your hand.
You tune into WRTC and listen to
a few progressive notes while
napping. Suddenly, an an-
nouncement with an official tone
interrupts your steep and em-
phatically informs you thusly:
"Soviets invade Yugoslavia,
Hostages destroyed in Iran, Uncle
Sam goes to War." A brief silence
follows, then the announcer
returns, "Hey you, yes you on the
Quad, finish that brew and pack
your bags; you have been invited to
a nuclear nightmare!"
If that is a bil unrealistic, or a tad '
morbid, think again. I am not
attempting to portray a prophet of
dooms nor, do I want to be one. But,
it is prime time for the youth of
America to get involved in the
politics of the local, state, and
national government. Let me
analyze the fundamental reason
why people (Trinity College
Students) do not become involved
in politics through the use of
Robert Dahl's Modem Political
Analysis.
I.You are less likely to get
involved in politics if you place a
low value on the rewards expected
from political involvement relative
to the rewards you expect from
other kinds of activity. The rewards
can be placed into two categories,
direcl gratification and in-
strumental benefits. Many individ-
uals do not realize the personal
satisfaction of helping someone
gain political office or even the
gratitude of being a part of a
campaign team. It might seem
selfish but there are various ways
politicians can help students,
especially in getting accepted to
graduate schools. The old adage of
the "spoils go to the winner" is
relatively a thing of the past.
2s You are less Jikely to get
involved in politics if you think that
there is no significant difference in
the alternatives before you, and
consequently, that what you do
won't matter. Most people feel that
parties do iiot offer them a real
choice, In the upcoming 1980
Presidential election, this appears
to be the case. The majority of
students do not care to participate
on the local or state level, but they
flock to the national race as the
answer to becoming involved such
that they can derive a better sense
of affecting the outcome and in
essence, they are directing their
goals more significantly towards a
more suitable end. Personally you
are in school for one purpose and
politics does not offer much to the
undergrad; to the pre-med, do you
realize that some current
legislation now pending in the
Connecticut General Assembly is
going to strip away many of the
powers that the medical profession
has worked to diligently to obtain?
To the Economics major, do you
understand the significance of the
business tax on the company you
might be working for and someday
might be head of? I could go on,
but I believe that you get the point.
3. You are less likely to become
involved in politics if you think that
what you do won't matter because :
• you can't significantly change the
outcome anyway. Again, in the1
THE MOOSE
IS LOOSE
CANADA'S
PREMIUM BEER
All Brand Importers, Inc., Roslyn Heights, New York 11577.
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presidential race, probably not. But
in the local or state levels, the
candidates are beginning to per-
ceive that the student is a greater
factor than in the past. They want
you, they need you, and you will
make a difference. Myself, I plan to
become a special assistant registrar
so that I can go door-to-door to
help register individuals in this
area. The students of the 60's
changed politics, but their means
are a way of the past and the future
holds a view that the politicians
must work with the students in-
stead of against them, for their
benefit and for the benefit of all:"
4. You are less likely to become
involved in politics if you believe
that the outcome will be relatively
satisfactory to you without--your
involvement. If you believe this,
then your naivete is. beyond
reproach. There are many
elections, each one with its own
importance or unimportance,
depending upon how apathetically
you' perceive politics, The
politicians that are elected at the
ground level may someday be the
ones who will be vying for the
highest offices. You will always see
the finish, but you will not see the
start unless you "lower yourself"
to the nitty-gritfy job of helping the
young or novice politician. You may
be obliged someday to be a candi-
date or you may become involved
with the thousands of personal and
professional interest groups which
abound throughout Connecticut. If
you had assisted in various cam-
paigns, then you would hold more
influence than someone who has
not been involved.
5: You are less likely to become
'involved in politics if you feel that
your knowledge is too limited for
you to be effective. A person who
has limited knowledge about pol-
itics will have limited powers in
almost any work-related field. As a
student, you have been given the
greatest chance to extend your
scope and domain through this
country's open political forum. In
many countries, the students have
to revolt to be heard and in others
they resort to the ways and means
they see as their only alternative to
freedom (Iran), Appreciate what
you have so that you have what you
are protecting so that you won't
lose it.
6. Finally, the greater the ob-
stacles in your way, the less likely
you are to become involved in
politics. There are obstacles placed
everywhere in everybody's life. It j s
these individuals who will hurdle
these enigmas, or at least attempt
to, who will have the greater power
and influence in the decision
making process of the democ,-«k
system. Many students' alternatives
are life and death. Let us hope that
we can help t6 change that. The
process is long and tedious, but the
ends are within our reach. Done an
apathetic student and worry about
your grades and the petty social
affairs that we become blinded by
in everyday matters. Those who
have died for you deserve better,
Now that you have skimmed this,
you can set your Tripod back on the
green and go back to your sleep.
But I hope your dreams are not
filled with men and women at bat-
tle in the country of Yugoslavia.
Have a good summer, enjoy your-
self, but come back in the fall with
the attitude that you will help and
that your help is needed, for your
own sake, for mine, and fot the
good of all our people.
Truth in Testing Bill , ^
'Referred to Interim Study'
IffflVt
by Carl Schiessl
The College Entrance
Examination Board, (CEEB)
seeking to halt passage of more test
disclosure laws, recently reported
that it would give high school
students a way t o ' g e t their
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT)'
answer sheets back to make sure
they were;; scored' correctly".
The 1.5 million high school
juniors and seniors expected to
take the SAT will be able to buy
back their answer sheets and the
scoring key, announced George H.
Hajnford, president of CEEB. He
said that they would not get the test
questions back.
In addition,' the one million
juriors expected to take the
Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude
Test this fall will get back both the
test questions and the answers at
no extra'charge.
 i
The Board will also make public-
each fall an SAT used in the
previous year, along with statistics
on how it was scored, the standard
error of measurement,, each
question's difficulty, and other
information. ...'.'
The CEEB also plans to step up
efforts to weed out test questions,
for racial, cultural, or sexual bias
and according to the Board,
outside test writers will take part in
the review.
Hanford said the Board remains
opposed to legislation requiring
test-makers to disclose all college
admissions tests soon after they are
administered. A New York test
disclosure law took effect January
1, and similar bills have been in-
troduced in more than a dozen
other state's and in Congress.
MAD MURPHY'S
LiVE ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTL Y
Tues., April 29- Oyme Horse
Wed., April 30- Sammy Brown Band
Thurs., May 1- Duke Robiiard Band
Fri. May 2- Northern Rhythm
Sat., May 3- Travis McComb
Sun., May 4 - Northern
Rhythm
Mon,, May 5- Half Moon
O P E N L A T E H O U R S
22 UNION PLACE <i
During the 1980 session of the
Connecticut General Assembly, a
truth-in-testing bill was proposed
by Senator Cornelius OLeary, D-
WindsorLocks, co-chairman of the
Education Committee, but the bill
was referred to interim study, to
give legislators the opportunity to
monitor any repercussions
resulting from the New York law,
_ According to the Board-,- the
student's extra fee for their answer
sheets and the scoring key will be
well under four, dollars, but the
.amount has not yet been set.,
"Students think they can score
higher if they see which questions
they got right and wrong on the test
they took." said Hanford. "If there
is educational! value to the
publication of tests, it will occur
before the students take the SAT
for real, not afterwards."
It is the opinion of the CEEB
that- selling the actual SAT
questions would give affluent
students an unfair advantage. Also.
the board, which sponsors the
SAT, and the Educational Testing,, •
Service, the test makers, coatepv
that disclosing all tests would <ffive
up fees and lead to fewer exam
dates.
When asked about his reaction
to the actions taken by the CEEB.
Senator CLeary said, "I believe
that is is a good initial response, as
it shows that the testing industry is
sensitive to the legislature. But this
proposal is just scratching, the
surface. The board also sponsors
lots of other exams."
Concerning the future of his
proposed bill in light of these
events, CTLeary responded, "The
proposed legislation docs not re-
volve entirely around scoring- rhe
intent of the bill is also to monitor
the nature of the questions used by
the test makers. There are issues
which must still be addressed by
the testing industry."
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Editorial
It's Time For An Evaluation
The end of a year: always provides an excellent
opportunity for an assessment of any number of things.
Throughout the term, random events and decisions
have sparked editorial comment on a .variety of
subjects. It is my wish to comment on a less tangible
subject which merits some serious thought.
The quality of student life and intellectual excitement
or curiosity are vague terms kicked around by many
people. It is clear that Trinity's rating on these subjects
is not what it should be. There is evidence to back up
this claim This term, five student organizations have
disappeared. Several others have hardly touched funds
allocated by the Budget Committee. Viable organiza-
tions must resort to pleading with students to get them
to serve for a term in some position of responsibility.
For those who are involved, there are far too many in
activities for the sole purpose of making them
"employable."
This situation is unacceptable for a college of
Trinity's stature. It is obvious that many view a Trinity
. education as merely a means to an end. Too many on
this campus do not take the time to pursue a project as
an end in itself, whether it be a class or some outside
activity. In the end, what could be a chance to develop a
deep, thorough understanding of a discipline and its
real world implications amounts to only the achieve-
ment of the bare minimum necessary to "get me where
I want to go."
The lack of interest in student organizations serves as
a disturbing signal that the disease of "tunnel vision"
may be spreading on this campus.
No one needs to be reminded that this country is
entering the "Age of Limits." Many tough problems in
business and government will have to be dealt with
using new approaches. It is clear that those best
equipped to deal with these problems are those with a
liberal arts background. This country has too long
suffered from the debilitating inertia of single issue
politics.
What does this have to do with Trinity? Well, it is
. that.*JT>apy students here can't wait to
expirfence the outside world. However, they are not
preparing themselves in the, fullest way possible.
Students must realize that the goal of a Trinity
education is not to learn the facts and leave, but to
accumulate a combination of knpwiedge and experience
that comes only through a serious continuing
commitment to academics and related outside
activities.
Intellectual curiosity and involvement cannot be
created overnight. However, students should learn to
continually assess what they are getting out of their
education. This summer is as good a time as any for
everyone to evaluate the depth and quality of their
experience as Trinity College students.
Letters
Unfortunate and Ironic
To the Editor: ,
John Taylor's dismissal as Di-
rector of Financial Aid is unfor-
tunate and ironic. Rarely is a man's
conscientious effort to perform well
in his job rewarded by his arbitrary
discharge. Trinity College is losing
a good man.
Jim Post
Point of Doctrine
To the Trinity Community:
The band "Joyful Noise", which
performed in the Washington
Room on Tuesday 22 April, was
brought to Trinity by members of
The Way International, without
the invitation of or consultation
, with the Trinity Christian Fellow-
ship. Because it differs with TW1
on an important point of doctrine,
TCF cannot without reservations
approve of The Way International's
operations. v
We agree with, and approve of,
the universal invitation to allow
God to reveal -himself through the
Holy Scriptures. We do not know
whether what their speaker called
"the keys to how the Word
interprets itself" can encourage a
situation in which God will reveal
himself, since we do not know what
he referred to by that phrase. All
members of the TCF do not
interpret the Scriptures the same
way, though we agree that not all
interpretations are equally good.
We therefore respect the right of
TWI's members to their interpreta-
tion; but since we are ignorant of
their method of interpreting, we
can neither approve nor disapprove
of that method.
We disagree with TWI's rejec-
tion of the Incarnation. For we read
that Jesus Christ,
though he was in the form of God,
did not count it robbery to be equal
to God, but emptied himself, taking
the form of a servant, being born in
the likeness of men. And being
found in human form he humbled
himself and became obedient unto
death, even death on a cross.
Therefore God has highly exalted
him and bestowed on him the name
which is above every name, that at
the name of Jesus every knee
should bow . , . and every tongue
confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to
the Glory of God the Father.
We therefore bow and address him
using Thomas's words: "My Lord
and my God":
But though we disagree with
TWI on some points, we do not
intend this publication of bur
disagreement to give any occasion
to malice or hatred or uncharity
toward TWI's members. We con-
sider ourselves forbidden to circu-
late slanders, rumors, and half-
truths about anyone, and we beg all
members of Trinity College to
consider themselves likewise re-
strained. Even further, we dare not
fall a finger's width short of love.
And we are not loving any person
until (at the very least) we would
sooner speak good of him than evil.
Sincerely,
Timothy Phillips
(on behalf of the
Trinity Christian Fellowship)
Sincere Appreciation
To the Editor:
1 would like to take this oppor-
tunity to express my sincere
appreciation to A.D., Crow, St. A's
Deke, and Psi u for their participa-
tion in last Saturday's Run for Life
program in downtown Hartford.
With just three days notice, these
Five fraternities enthusiastically
donated their time to support a
very worthy cause — the Heart
Fund. Their help on Saturday is
another example of the contribu-
tions that Trinity fraternities con-
tinue to make to the Hartford
community. Thank you again for
your time and assistance.
Sincerely,
Randy Pearsall
Director of Sports Information
Elmendorf to Head TRIPOD Board
for 1980 Christmas Term
rpb
The Tripod elected a new Editor-
ial Board on Sunday. The new
board takes over beginning with
the next issue and continues
through the first semester next
year. Elected as Editor was Steven
A. Elmendorf. Patricia J. Hooper,
presently Hartford Editor, moves
up to replace Elmendorf as Man-
aging Editor.
Rachel Mann will move from
Arts Editor to be News Editor of
the Tripod. The new Arts Editor is
Rob Pollien. Nancy Lucas was
re-elected as Sports Editor. R.
Michael Hall will become Photo-
graphy Editor. The position of
Hartford Editor is still open.
Elmendorf said that any student
interested should contact him or
the Managing Editor.
Also elected were Paniporn
Phiansunthon as Announcements
Editor and Margaret Henderson,
Sharon Ann Simoni and Megan
White as Contributing Editors.
The Business Manager of the
Tripod will be Lynda Gaines who
served last term as Circulation
Manager. Mark Boelhouwcr was
re-elected as Advertising Manager.
After the election, Elmendorf
announced several appointments.
Keryn Grohs was appointed As-
sociate Photography Editor and
Lynn Susman was appointed Copy
Editor. Joe McAleer and David
Walker were appointed as Contri-
buting Editors.
The new Editorial Board's first
issue will be published on May 6. It
will be the final regular issue of the
Tripod.
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Commentary
Over the Transom
The Adventure of the End of Commencement
by Eric Grevstad
By 1:00, it was becoming obvious
that my date had stood me up, for
the third time in as many evenings.
I had waited in the library; I had
wated in the Cave; and I was now
waiting Jn one of the fraternity
houses. ]j was beginning to think I
was datiiig Godot.
I finished my drink and decided
to get sjime sleep. It was already
Sunday taorning, with graduation
and Commencement exercises just
a few hours away. By that af-
ternoon,1 my friends and I would
have left Trinity College forever. I
shook hands'with the host, stepped
out onto Vernon Street, and
tripped qiver Sherbert Cones, lying
on the s'idewalk,
"All jover," my roommate
moaned.; "Gone forever."
"Cones?" I scrambled to my
feet. "Hjive you been drinking?"
"Goodbye to Trin," Cones
wailed at the top of his lungs.
"Nothing. left to do. No more
mysteries. Saga. It's so sad."
"Saga?" I asked, puzzled.
" "It was our last dinner, and they
didn't have pink cake." He sniffled.
"They could at least have had pink
cake."
 :
"Cones, I've got to get you
home," I said, hauling my friend to
a vertical position. "You've had a
few too many."
"Beer, Wheaton!" Cones nodded
vigorously. "She's gone, so I had to
dnnk for two I had to drink a lot
He staggeied Ftankly Wheaton
Im Busched
Who's gone, Cones'" I asked
propelled htm through the gate and
towards the Chapel parking lot
"The only one who ever
challenged me Wheaton' he
mumbled 'The only one who gave
mv powers a test " He tripped over
the curb at the Chapel arch
Mary Ardie1?' I said, remem
benng that evil genius 'But you
told me yourself she was
graduating in absentia, Cones
She's accepted that professorship
of mathematics in California."
"Alone!" Cones howled. I had
never seen him so depressed; he
didn't even glance through the
window at the Cherjyl Ladd poster
as we walked past Jarvis B. "She's
left me all alone! With nothing to
live for!" j
"Now, now," I tr^ed to console
him. "You should be happy about
Commencement. With Mary Ardie
gone, there's nothing to spoil your
day." '
"You sound like my sister,"
Cones giggled. "I was talking to her
the otherday. 'Cones,'I said to her-
- j
I was about to copiment on the
news that members!of the Cones
family called one another by their
last names; but, at that moment,
my roommate lurched over,
toppled against me, and fell asleep
on the Long Walk. 1 was wondering
how to get him to our rooms in
Northam Towers when a security
guard came out of the door of
Williams Memorial, zipping up his
jacket.
"Can you give me a hand?" I
called.
"Sure thing," sai<*l the guard,
picking up Cone's legs. "Do you
live far from here?"
"No, just in Northam Towers." I
lifted Cones by his arms.
"What's that? Who's there?"
shouted Cones as we started to
climb the stairs.
"It 's just a guard from Security,
Cones " I said
Security Cones hiccuped No
security while Mary Ardie's
around
'Sure thing buddy the guaid
said ' Where do we put him'
In a mmute the guard and I had
managed to drag Cones through
the door of 410-A and put him to
bed 'He's never been like this
before' I apologised The only
woman in hjs life and everything '
'She'd sure be impressed to see
him now' the guard said with
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disdain. I blushed and offered him
a tip; he refused and went
downstairs.
The next morning, Sherbert
Cones opened his eyes and
screamed. "Bright," he croakefi,
pulling down all the shades arid
crawling back into bed. !
"No, no. Time to graduate,", I
said, taking the blankets. "You
have to get your diploma and touc,h
the Commencement book and
everything," ;
"Don't want to. It's got finger-
prints all over it," Cones muttered,
pulling my Commencement gown
over his rumpled clothes. ;
I virtually carried Cones through
the day. He fell asleep twice during
the Baccalaureate service, despite
my nudging, and turned green
when I offered him lunch; when
the time came for the Senior
Processional, he wandered
aimlessly around the Master's
graduates until I found his place in
line and guided him to his seat.
Once there, he fell asleep again. To
be honest, I was irritable at his
spoiling my graduation; at any rate,
I kicked him rather hard when the
ceremony began.
"What? What?" he protested. "Is
it over?"
"No, you sot," I hissed. "They're
presenting the Commencement
book."
On'the platform, Dr. Cooper was
delivering the book from its annual
safekeeping by the faculty. "This
precious book, which has been
touched by every Trinity graduate
since our first Commencement,"
he intoned, "I hereby hand over to
your care, so that it may be
touched by the Class of 1980."
President Lockwood accepted
the book, glanced at it, stared at it,
and frowned. There was a long
silence.
Problems in Differential
Calculus?" he asked.
"It's Mary -Ardie!" Cones
jumped to his feet, only to grab his
head andiall over with a cry. ;
"She's stolen it!" I gasped.
But the book is kept in a safe in
Williams Memorial!" Dr. Cooper
was saying. "No one except a
security guard could get near it!"
We saw her last night!" I cried.
It '"as Mary Ardie in disguise!"
' Mary Ardie put me to bed last
night?" My friend turned pale and
seemed about to fall again.
Yes! Yes!" came a cry of
tnumph*'.that echoed over the
Quad, stilling all other voices. The
mendacious Mary Ardie,
mathematical genius, diabolical
mastermind, stood to one side of
the crowd, holding a book in her
hand.
"You have won your battles; I
have won the war!" She tossed her
head, her voice quaking with emot-
ion. "The College's most precious
tradition-over! Trinity's greatest
detective-finished! Let this be my
valedictory message to you: you
won't forget the name of Mary
Ardie!!" There was a fiendish peal
of laughter that chilled every heart
in Hartford. Then a final taunt, the
"final contempt: "Sleep this off,
Sherbert!"
Clutching the book, she began to
run .toward Broad Street. Sherbert
Cones lay huddled beneath a row
of chairs. "One thousand and one,
one thousand and two," he
moaned.
"Cones, you are disgraced!" I
cried in anguish. "Mary Ardie has
beaten you!" I looked again; she
had nearly reached open territory.
"Cones, it's time to do something!
Cones! Cones!!"
"Quite right, Wheaton," came a
voice from behind. I turned in
surprise; my friend's eye was as
steady, and he seemed as sober, as
if he had never taken a drink in his
life. As I watched, he jumped
effortlessly onto a chair, lifted his
voice, and shouted: "CONES!"
At that instant, three figures-a
tall, sandy-haired man, a rather
matronly woman, and a girl of
fifteen or sixteen- burst from the
shrubbery and ran to intercept the
fleeing Mary Ardie. She avoided
the man, barely missed the woman,
stumbled, and was caught in a
diving tackle by the girl. The
Commencement book flew from
her hand.
"The Cones family!" I screamed.
"]VJy sister Sugar Cones," he said
proudly. "She's captain of the flag
football team at school."
"But your drinking! Your
hangover!"
"A ruse, to make Mary Ardie
think I was no threat," Sherbert
Cones said. "Shall we see how
Mom and Dad are doing?"
A ring of spectators had already
formed around the sceen when we
arrived; the tall man hurried up to
shake my friend's hand.
"Congratulations, son," he said.
"You cut the timing a little close."
A woman lay sprawled on the
ground, neatly pinned by ConesV
younger sister. "You twit! you chi-
ppie!" raged Mary Ardie. "Let me
up, you punk! You polynomial!"
Text of Schultz Letter to Faculty
"Sorry, Miss Ardie," Sugar
Cones said sweetly. "The book
stops here."
"You must be Wheaton," said
Mr. Cones, shaking my hand,
"Your right <jye bears the imprint
of a microscope. Would you be a
biology majcr, by any chance?"
"How do jou do," added Mrs
Cones. "Your fingernails looVVvVt
you've been drumming them on a
tabletop. Did you wait for someone
who didn't sh|ow up last night?"
"You can ; let Miss Ardie go
now," Sherbert Cones was telling
his sister. "We|'d better get on with
Commencement."
"Four agairjst one," Mary Ardie
snarled, gletting up and
straightening ! her dress angrily.
"Impressive." She glared around at
us. "Ladies; and gentlemen.
Wheaton." She looked at my
roommate. "I'll see you again,
Cones." She turned her back and
walked off across the soccer field,
as straight and proud as if she were
getting her'diploma.
"A fine figure of a woman," said
Mr. Cones. "Reminds me of your
mother at your age."
"So, what are you going to do
now, Wheaton?" my friend asked a
little later. The book had been
returned and diplomas handed out,
and Cones'* family had left us
along for a minu,t>4» , \ ^
""Well, I did not yet into
 med
school," I admitted. "1 guess /•//
work at my father's shoe store in
Illinois."
"Good old Wheaton. So the
game is afoot for you at last," he
smiled. "Goodbye, Wheaton. You
can have all your clothes and stuff
back."
"But, ConeS!" I cried, my eyes
brimming with tears. "Where will
you go? How will we stay in touch?
What are you( going to do?"
Cones turned, halfway between
me and where itlis parents and sister
were waiting. He smiled again.
"I suppose I'll find work in
California," Sherbert Cones said.
(Eric Grevstad writes: Speaking
for Wheaton; I'd like to thank the
many people who have helped with
and contributed to the Sherbert
Cones stories since October, 1977.
For this eleventh and last one, I am
especially indebeted to the
anonymous correspondent who
brought Sugar Cones to my at-
tention.)
The following is a letter to the
Faculty written by Professor
Charles B. Schultz on the Issue of
the EPC report on the Educational
Studies Program.
The report of the Educational
Policy Committee obviously and
pointedly refers to me although my
name is not mentioned in it.
Certainly I am the "individual" in
the report who was provided a
departmental home in Psychology.
I must be the "occupant" of the
joint position in Education and
Psychology. I am also the person,
the only person on the faculty, who
was denied the opportunity to be
considered for the directorship of
the program in education. The
report and recommendation is in
large part about me.
There was absolutely no need for
the EPC to allude to.me so clearly
- and unambiguously to -fulfill the
responsibilities it assumed as a
consequence of the faculty's ap-
proval of the Martin Committee
report. There also was no need for
the EPC to eliminate anyone from
the position of director under the
guise of an unspecified "good
educational policy." The task of
the EPC could be accomplished in
a straight-forward fashion: Select
the department or program from
the entire College that would
provide the needed '/_ FTE and
justify that decision on the grounds
of specified educational policy.
That should have been the content
of the EPC report and recom-
mendation.
Instead, the EPC chose to
personal™ their proposal. I can
recall, no instance in nearly a
decade of faculty meetings in-
which the fate of a particular
faculty member was- brought
before the entire faculty without
that rarson's,consent. I submit that
a discussion of the EPC report-
which is so closely bound up
my career at the College is an.
improper topic : for a full laclty
meeting unless it comes from my
initiative. I object to such a
discussion. .
The EPC report is the climax oJ
a scries of events that are in some
respects more outrageous that
those that preceded and followed
the unprecedented series of faculty
meetings last spring. These events
should be known by members of
the faculty Sbefore they decide to
vote on the\ EPC proposal that is
now before ithem.
1. After more than six months of
uncertainty; early in February P"
this year, President Lockwood r'e
separately with Bill Mace ar^ m e
to discuss the possibility0' m y
association with the P/chology
Department. Two al teH t l v e s w e r e
entertained. In • bo* mJ . t e n " r e
home would be _^% e d '" t h e
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Announcements
Calendar
Wednesday
Physics Seminar
Mi. Mark A. Snydcr, Instructor in Physics, will give a Physics
Seminar. "Instaiilons in two - and four-dimensional theories," on
Wednesday. April 30 at 4:(K) p.m. in room 203, McCook
Math-Physics Building.
Hiliel Elections
Arc you interested in leading Hiliel? Open elections will he held
on Wednesday. April 30 at 4:15 p.m. in Wean Lounge. Please come,
vote,! run for office.
Spanish Reading
Selected readings in Spanish from the works of Garcia Lorca and
Arreoia, accompanied by music and slides. The presentation will be
held in Scabury 9, Wednesday, April 30 at 8 p.m. Admission free.
Reception lo follow.
Friday
Organ Recital
This season's Trinity Organ Scries will conclude with College
Organist John Rose on Friday, May 2. at 8:15 in the Chapel. The
program will include works by Brahms, Mendelssohn, and
liocllmann. The featured work will be "An Introduction to the King
of Instruments", which will be narrated by composer Robert
lulu aid Smith. There is no admission charge.
Sunday
Hiliel Brunch
All arc invited to attend an end-of-year brunch on Sunday. May 4.
For information and reservations, please contact Sue Wilkins,
246-1441 or Paul Feverman, 249-3051.
Scolers Offers a
Variety of Foods
Excels in Every Dish Served
cont. from page 4
beans with mushrooms and turnips.
Feeling bold, 1 ordered the latter; I
expecled a little dish of something
that resembled cooked radishes.
Fortunately I was wrong. The
turnips were yellowish in color and
. resembled cooked squash, both in
taste and texture. They were quite
good. The desserts at Scolcrs arc
definitely worth sampling. The list
of desserts includes "our own ice
cream roll" and ice cream cake roll
(.45) and individual deep dish
blueberry or apple pic (1.65). old
fashioned strawberry shortcake
with whipped cream (1.50). "our
famous rum pie" (1.25). New, York
cheese cake (1.95). cream pie du
jour (.95), and the list goes on. \" •
all other offerings on Scolers"
menu, I don't think that you can go
wrri.ng, no matter,what you decide
to order.
Scolers' famous sandwiches
should not be overlooked. All are
offered during lunch and dinner
hours and range from open grilled
cheese (1.75) and imported swiss*
cheese (2.2.M to the yum-yum roast ;
sirloin of beef: imported swiss
cheese, sliced turkey, sweet
pimento, lettuce and Russian .
dressing (4.25). There are over two
dozen other types of sandwiches
from "Pleasure" to "Paradise
Special." to "Jane's Special" (we'll
leave these to your imagination).
Salads include tuna or chicken
salad (3.50). chef salad bowl (4.95).
fruit salad with cottage cheese or
sherbert t2.95) and several others.
All menu items are also available
to take out. Other interesting take
home specialities include Scolers'
famous chopped liver sold by the
pound for $5.50, rum pie at $9,00
and half sour pickles for $8.00 ner
gallon. 1 have not chosen the above
items for any particular reason of
complementary food items: rather,
they serve to reflect the variety of
food offered at Scolers. Also,
unlike most restaurants which
provide such ,a diverse menu,
Scolers excels in every dish of-
fered. 1 have refrained from writing
on the atmosphere at Scolers be-
cause it is rather difficult to de-
scribe. The restaurant may be
characterizetl as pleasant and com-
fortable. The dining area is rather
large, yet not'noisy. Both the serv-
ice and food are impeccable. Eating
-at Scolers is like having Thanksgiv-
ing nay day or night of the year.
Summer Home
Wanted
« 1977 Trinity Graduate, now Yale
Law School student: I will be
working in Hartford this summer,
am looking for a place to live, and
would like to look after your house
while you are away. Don Berry,
3184 Yale Station, new Haven
06520, Tel: 432-2607. or contact
Deb Sikkcl at Trinity, X235. i
Tounjuide
The Admissions Office will hire a
full-time summer tourguidc, June 2
through August 29. Please contact
Larry Dow at Extension 247 if
interested.
Women's Center
Tired of fighting the crowds in
the library? Need a quiet place to
read, relax or study? Try the
.Women's Center.
Located on (be third. floor of
Mather, the Women's Center is
quiet and comfortable. Coffee and
tea arc available, Come on up any
day from 1 to 5 PM, or Sunday
through Thursday evenings from 7
to 10 PM. The Center will be open
through Finals.
Folk Concert
Start enjoying Spring Weekend
on Thursday night with Ancient
Orphic Mystery Band, appearing at
9:30 in Hamlin Hall. Ancient
Orphic is three people from Wash-
ington D.C. who do traditional
music of the British Isles. Admis-
sion is free and it'll be a fun
evening, so conio. and bring your
own to get into the spirit of (he
drinking songs. Brought to you by
the Trinity Folk Society.
Summer Arts Intern
A state agency charged with
encouraging and supporting Con-
necticut's artistic and cultural
development is seeking a full-time
summer intern, who will be paid. If
you arc interested in arts, have an
ability to understand financial
budget data, strong organizational
and an interest in community
development, contact Keats Jar-
rrton in the Internship Office for
more information.
Honors Day
[The annual Honors Day cere-
mony will be held at 1:30 p.m. on
Wednesday, May 14. This is a day
when many prizes and other
aw.ards are presented to the
student body by various depart-
ments. Most of the prizes arc
described on page 219ff of the
Catalogue. Students interested in
any awards should contact ap-
propriate department or faculty
members that are indicated.
P.O. Forms
All students: Please fill out a
mail forwarding card at the Post
Office before going home for the
summer. Also please change all
magazine and newspaper subscrip-
tions to your summer address.
They will not be forwarded. Seniors
please remember to inform your
correspondents of your change of
address.
Summer Job
Full time for Summer, for
neighborhood association. The
.South Central Business- and Profes-
sional Association in the Frog
Hollow section of Harlford is
seeking a mature student to
provide staff support during the
summer months.
The work will include calling on
the members who are small
business men and professioanl
people in the area, arranging
meetings, developing issues, and
building a growing organization.
Special attention will be devoted to
strengthening the marketability of
the are and Preparing long-range
economic development plans.
The student should have some
interest.in neighborhood organiza-
tion and/or economic development,
and must be) willing to work on a
personal leviel. in an inner city
neighborhood. The student must
be eligible fcjr Federal work study.
The pay is $3150 per hour, 35 hours
per week, i
For further information call Jack
Mimnaugh, I 525-3449, or Ivan
Backer, 527-3151, extension 310.
• • ! '
' • . I '
Computer Job
Part-time Research programmer:
Experience' with the APPLE com-
puter desired, (basic as well as,
assembly language programming
for laboratory applications; exper-
ience with other computers will be
considered, possibly full-time for
summer. Sophomore preferred.
Call ihe Institute of Living at
278-7950 extension"251, 252. 253.
Senior Class
Gift Meeting
The final senior class gift meet-
ing will be held today. Tuesday,
Aprjl 2v, at 5:30 PM in (he Alumni
Lounge. All interested seniors arc
asked to attend.
Schultz Outlines Objections to EPC Report
cont. from p. 8
Psychology Department. However,
in one 1 would spend my entire
FTE in the Educational Studies
Program; in the other I would have
my responsibilities divided bet-
ween Psychology and Educational
Studies. The Psychology Depart-
'ment had already begun a search to
fill the two positions granted to it
by Ihe EPC. Naturally that faculty
found the alternative in which I
would occupy one of those
positions less desirable. They
preferred the proposal that I teach
full time in the Educational Studies
Program. 1 indicated that that
arrangement was acceptable to me.
As a result of those meetings,
Professor Mace and I believed that
the most important steps toward an
agreement had been taken and that
all that remained was to work out
the details.
2. Apparently at or about the
same time the EPC was con-
sidering the same question. They
concluded that I should divide my
time between Psychology and
Education. Professor DePhillips
met with Bill Mace and me on
March 18, 1980, to inform us of
"their proposals and to solicit our
reactions. At that meeting we
informed him of the negotiations
we had with the President and of I
the resolution which differedi
sharply from the EPC proposals*
that we both expected would result
from the negotiations.
3. Professor DePhillips met with
President Lockwood.
4. Professor DePhillips met
again with Bill Mace and me on
March 21. 1980, and announced
that President Lockwood now
endorsed the proposals of the EPC.
At that time I stated that 1, would
accept those portions of the EPC
proposals that concerned my
teaching responsibilities. Sub-
sequently the Psychology
Department decided not lo accept
them.
5. The Appointments and
Promotions Committee considered
the original proposal that my
tenure home be in Psychology and
that I teach full time in Educational
Studies. They voted to approve it
on March 31, 1980.
6. Dean De Rocco met with Bill
Mace and shortly afterwards talked
to me by telephone on April 1,
1980. The essential content of both
conversations was that I would
teach full time in the Educational
Studies Program. Bill and I both
accepted that arrangement once
again and at the Dean's request we
composed and sent to him a
detailed letter of understanding.
7. The EPC withdrew their
competing proposal after
discussions with the Administration
and indicated in correspondence to
me dated April 2, 1980, that the
Administration would prepare or
had already developed proposals of
their own.
8. iAfter another discussion with
the Administration, the EPC
inexplicably reinstated their
proposal that my teaching
responsibilities be divided between
Psychology and Educational
Studies according to correspon-
dence to me dated April 15, one
day before the distribution of their
recommendation to the faculty and
the announcement of the special
faculty meeting.
The debacle of miscues, com-
peting jurisdictions, contradictory
recommendations, and vacillation
is intolerable. ,Last spring from the
floor of the. faculty meeting I
requested from the chairman of the
EPC and from the President a clear
statement of how the personnel
decisions that followed fron the
Committee's proposal to retrench
would be made. Their answers
provided no such understanding.
Now, one year later, the only thing
(hat is cle. .- is that nothing is clear.
Nothing is clear except this:
Either there are no policies at this
College that apply to the problems
of retrenchment or policies that do
exist are not enforced. In either
event an undue burden is placed
upon those who were unlucky
enough to he caught in the
squeeze. At >, this point the
Psychology Department and I
happen to be among the affected,
led from pillar; to post and back
again.
I believe the faculty does have a
meaningful choice before it. The
faculty will either make an ad hoc,
ad hominem decision or it will
insist that the College propose or
implement policies that will make
the fiascos of this year unlikely and
that will ajpply to us as well as to
future victims of retrenchment. In
the formeninstance, the faculty will
be bound to repeat what I can
assure you is a painful history. In
the latter instance the College and
its administration and policy
committee must act according to
acceptable principles quickly and
decisively now to end the
disturbing uncertainties in the lives
of its faculty and in the programs of
• its departments. • ' \ . * •'
Trinity Pipes Present "Buttondown Sounds'',
a Spring Sing
This coming Saturday evening,
May 3rd. at 8:00 .p.m.. the Trinity
Pipes will present their 20th annual
Buttondown Sounds concert in the
Washington Room of Mather Cam-
pus Center. Buttondown is the
Pipes' major concert offering to the
Trinity community, the culmination
of a year's preparation, polished by
several smaller concerts and musi-
cal jamborees around New Eng-
land. •; ; • ' • ' • •
Chris Hillyer. director arid lead
guitarist for the 1979-80 Pipes, has
worked with the ten other members
of the group since January to
expand their repertoire. The Pipes'
program now consists of more than
an hour-and-a-half of music.
Twelve of the songs are new since
last May's Buttondown, and seven
of those were added since the
group's January Jamboree' with
Williams and Smith. In addition,
the Pipes have revived a handful of
songs that haven't been performed
in three or four years.
These new numbers, combined
with the Pipes' tradtional reper-
toire, provide for a varied and
entertaining concert format. The
group sings both a capella ar-
rangement as well as songs accom-
panied by acoustic guitar and
sometimes a stand-up string bass.
The Pipes have always prided
themselves on their versatility, and
their 1980 program is no exception.
Their songs range from Dan
Fogelberg, Poco, Paul Simon, and
other modern, popular arrange-
ments, to folk songs and ballad's,
show tunes, barbershop songs,
comedy features, and back to the
Beach Boys and The Mamas & The
Papas.
Hillyer is aided on guitar by Lucy
Cole and Fritz Eberle. Nick Noble
joins them with his bass fiddle on a
few numbers. Margy Evans, De-
anna Lund, Madison Riley, Ann
Brown, Lindsey Burke, Eleanor
Wenner, and Scott Nesbitt com-
plete the Pipes contingent. Various
solos feature Cole, Brown, Eberle,
Evans, Lund, Riley, Wenner,
Noble, and Nesbitt.
At a concert this past Friday1
evening, entitled "Spring Sing For
Yale", and featuring The Spare
Parts (a group made up of college
singing group alumni, and featur-
The Trinity Pipes pose for an end-of-the-year, pre-show photo.
ing Trinity history Professor Ted
Sloan), The Yale Baker's Dozen,
and the Pipes, the Trinity group
had an opportunity to try out their
new songs on a live audience. The
result was overwhelmingly succes-
sful, and Buttondown looks to be an
From North Dallas to Narnia:
Three Genres in Two Media
by Nick Noble
Progress is not necessarily a
good thing. There are those who
say that animation hasn't been the
same since Snow White and
Fantasia; that Wait Disney's ef-
forts of the thirties and the forties
are far superior to any recent
animated cartoons, I would tend to
agree, yet given the limitations
(both budgetary and technical) of
television animation, last week's
television production of C.S. Lewis'
The Lion, The Witch, and The
Wardrobe deserves high praise.
Lewis' Chronicles of Namia are
still my favorite books. It has been
noted over the years that they
aren't simply for 'children, that
their symbolism and allegory
make them something special, on
the same level as Madeline
L'Engle's work. They are some-
times criticized for the same
reasons: that their theology is
simplistic and out of place. Yet they
are good stories, moving and
meaningful. Thev have done much
over the decades to open children's
eyes to the concepts of symbolism
• and interpretation.
The Kraft sponsored television
version of the first book in Lewis'
Chronicles was limited by its
animation. But the whole show
worked for a variety of reasons.
The colors created moods that
enhanced the feeling of the story-
line. Even the smallest part was
given a real characterization, and
the cartoon version actually im-
proved on Lewis' Mr. Tumnus.
The voices were, for the most
part, well chosen and well-handled.
I was somewhat disturbed by
Asian's voice. While Lewis in-
tended his manner and bearing to
be powerful, he spoke gently in the
books. This was one of C.S. Lewis'
most telling effects-that the voice
of the all-powerful savior was
rarely God-like and pretentious.
The animated Asian lapsed into
this erroneous reading now and
then.
Best was the dialogue, which
was 99.9 percent Lewis. This
undoubtedly satisfied purists, and
made the show an educated and
literate cartoon, a real exception in
these days of idiotic offerings.
On the whole it was an excellent
piece of work, stylish, and as
successful as anything could be in
capturing the flavor and the
essence of the classic stories of
C.S. Lewis.
North Dallas Forty was a pleas-
ant surprise, I have a weakness for
sports films, but only occasionally
do they transient the mediocre.
While Brian's Song and Bang The
Drum Slowly rate as probably the
finest all-around sports movies
ever made, they are both about
athlete's dying young, which one
can only take so much of. North
Dallas Forty rates right up there
with those two films, and nobody
dies, at least not literally.
It is the acting that makes the
movie. Nick Nolte is absolutely
superb as Phil Elliot, the veteran
wide receiver for the mythical
North Dallas Bulls.,His perform-
ance is a genuine tour-de-force,
definitely the equal of any of this
year's considered Academy Award
offerings, but of course the Aca-
demy likes sports films even less
than they like westerns.
The supporting performances,
by Steve Forrest, Charles Durning,
and the rest, are all well-done. But
the film's supporting gem, and its
real surprise, is Mac Davis as
quarterback Seth Maxwell. Mac
Davis can act. Maybe its the role,
but his performance is perfect, and
his interplay with Nolte quite
effective.
North Dallas Forty is an often
bitter film. Its brutal commentary
on the lifestyle of professional
football players in the system hits
home, especially in Nolte's final
semi-soliloquy, directed at the
Bull's front office, and the subse-
quent final scene in the plaza with
Davis. The film alternates smoothly
from humor to pathos to caustic
criticism, all immaculately per-
formed and well worth seeing.
Finally there is Star Trek, The
Motion Picture. Not a great film- by
any means, it does have its
moments. Much of the film was
designed for its nostalgic effects.
There are a couple of interminable
scenes like the one where Scorty
shows the now-Admiraf Kirk a-
round the exterior of the newly
refitted Enterprise, that are only
for Trekkies, and are even too long
and boring for most of them. There
is the sentimental impact as each
old character is introduced. These
scenes are well handled, and they
do work, but you had to have been
there before.
; The beauty of the special effects
and the lush brilliance of the
musical score are unquestioned. As
a symphonic light show Star Trek is
at times the equal of Star Wars but
there the similarity ends. While the
acting isn't bad ("Star Trek
acting", someone pointed out) the
dialogue is nowhere nearly as good
as the old television show, the story
1
 has no real drama to it, and the
pace (from a director with the vast
experience of Robert Wise) is
downright lethargic. There are also
technical problems, especially with
a scene in Kirk's quarters, match-
ing colors from shot to shot.
, I said the acting wasn't bad, but
in retrospect this may be nostalgia
functioning again. Still, they did
their best with the stilted dialogue,
although I got the feeling that they
were so used to doing the voices for
the Star Trek cartoon that that's
how it came out. DeForrest Kelley
and Leonard Nimoy as Bones and
Spock were the best, and Nichelle
Nicholas is still beautiful.
Everyone looked older, except
for Chekov, who looked younger.
The old Star Trek show worked,
because so much plot line was
condensed into a fast-paced fifty
minutes. Here less plot line was
stretched into two hours. Perhaps it
would have been more successful
going the route of Return To
Gill.gan's Island. Star Trek, The
Motion Picture was a fan magazine
dream carried to beautiful looking,
beautiful sounding, boring ex-
tremes.
excellent show.
For the first time in twenty years
the Pipes are putting on Button-
down without an opening act. It is
the longest show the group has
ever assembled, and they feel it
will be enough."Six of their songs
are half-group numbers, either all
male or all female. In these the
group gets to indulge their barber-
shop instincts and their flair for
comedy.
This Buttondown is the last
Trinity show for seniors Chris
Hillyer and Nick Noble, who are
ending their four-year Pipes ca-
reers. II is also the last show for
sophomore Margy Evans, who may
be leaving the group next year. On
the whole this year's Pipes are
young, and their potential for the
future is tremendous.
The Pipes were founded in 1938,
and have existed continuously for
forty-two years. They are entirely
self-supporting, as they receive no
financial support from either col-
lege or student funds. While they
charge for their Concerts, the
money goes to support the group,
paying for music, instruments,
travel expenses, concert halls, and
sound and lighting arrangements.
Admission to this year's Bgtton-
down Sounds will be il.OO. ]f
 wffl
begin at 8:00 PM, Saturday nfgM,
May 3rd, in the Washington Room.
Come on in and relax between
Spring Weekend exertions.
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Charlie Brown Finds a Bit of Happiness
by Rachel Mann v
You're a Good Man, Charlie
Brown, sang the six-member cast
of Jerome Moshell's light musical
based on Charles Schulz' Peanuts
comic strip. Opening at 8:15 on
Saturday night, this play gave the
Trinity audience two hours of
painless and sometimes side-split-
ting humor in the Goodwin Theatre
of the Austin Arts Center.
This play consists of delightfully
fluffy comedic vignettes and music
which tends to hum and run about
in one's head the day after
watching it. Linus, played charm-
ingly by Goeff Dimmick, and Lucy,
played by Laura Ford, argued and
made up while Snoopy (a wonder-
ful, lovable dog because of Lucy
Cole's spontaneity and charisma)
and Charlie BrOwn displayed that
subtle and humorous bond of love
and devotion between dog and boy.
Ann Brown, as Patti, tries to lure
the artiste Schroeder into happy
wedlock, claiming that she always
wanted to marry a man who played
the piano (however, when she
suggested that they might have to
sell the piano for saucepans — one
of a woman's major concerns in
life, the character indicates —
hisses emitted from the back of the
house).
The Peanuts characters laughed,
fought, and played through John
Gordon's book and Clark Gesner's
optimistic lyrics such as "The
Baseball Game" and "Happi-
ness." Two of the most on-key
scenarios were "'1 he Book Report"
S^fcr©BSe?€ISlilii;Reheaflal.1' In the'
former, one 'gets a 'bfealc-down of
how the grade-school mind copes
with a project on Peter Rabbit. The
latter was an hilarious attempt to
sing "Home on the Range" while
Lucy vied for her pencil, stolen by
Linus, who said something myster-
ious about Patti, who was deter-
mined ito find out the secret. These
songs were definitely the funniest,
quickest, and best-timed ensemble
moments in Charlie Brown.
However, one cannot fail to
mention Lucy Cole's marvelous
rendition of her soft-shoe celebra-
tion of "Suppertime." Throughout
the production, she mesmerized
her audience with her broad
gestures, expressive face, and
doggy growls and groans.
Nor should one overlook Ann
Brown's unreserved spunk in
Charlie Brown. She undoubtedly
added and created a good deal of
the show's life with her turned-out
toes, clenched-teeth grin, and
piercing voice. Dan Boyne was the
most reserved character oh stage,
playing Schroeder with artistic
subtlety (maybe too underplayed
for this show). However, his song
and dance routine shifting Peter
Rabbit to Robin Hood in "The Book
Report," was delightful. Linus was
cuddly and adorable with his
blanket, thumb, and spark of
genius.
MosheU's production had very
few lags (although, You're a Good
Man, Charlie Brown is admittedly
not a stupendously difficult show to
produce if one has a talented and
cohesive cast and an organized
crew). At times, the technical was
slow and entrances could have
been quicker and more creatively
inspired. Riley's Chuck could have
hammed some more— he tended
to be too woebegone for the
buoyancy of this production, al-
though he was endearing especially
in "The Kite". Ford's Lucy was not
nearly as crabby as she could have
been, sometimes losing the best of
her laughs.
In the long run, of course, they
all balanced off one another's
character quirks (truly the way
Schulz meant it to be) and were
'strongly bacjecd-up' by' Katherine
Power's light choreography and the
accompaniment of Ed Wrobel's
smooth percussion and Moshell's
showy piano. The cast had the
added benefit-of-a-doubt since they
have all worked closely together in
previous productions and musical
ensembles.
The director's cast, selectively
hand picked from among music--
department regulars were by and
large a type-cast wliere each
individual played up the witty and
whimsical aspects of their respect-
ive personalities. But doesn't
Schulz point out these human
qualities and foibles and the ability
to laugh in all of us?
photo by Charles Rosenfield
Charlie Brown waits for his pitch while the Peanuts look on in Jerome MosheU's 'You're A Good Man,
Charlie Brown.'
pfiotn by Charles Rosenlield
Lucy, played by Laura Ford, advises Charlie Brown, played by Madison Riley, on his strengths and
weaknesses.
Studio Arts Students
Pull it All Together
by Barbara J. Selrao
The annual student art work
...jBxhiJ^ it.is currently being displayed
at Austin Arts Center. Running
from April 23-to May 1, the show
contains works from the studio art
classes of the past two semesters.
The show is marked by its
diversity, thoughtfully planned ar-
rangement, and clever originality.
The distinctive quality of the
exhibit was the ingenuity of many
of the pieces, The original thought
behind certain works kept them
from falling into the category of
clever copies without any attempt
at interpretation. Two studies of
color vibration done in dots that
were part of a musical score was a
fine example of successful color
work. Another original work was
"The Suit of Many Colors" by Lois
Ordway. Her success lay in the
clever way she used Warhol's style
with a xerox of a Trinity instructor,
combining original wit with local
flavor.
The works shown were of various
levels of study. Yet this gave the
viewer a chance to appreciate each
piece for what it was supposed to
do and for whomever did it. The
drawings (charcoal,' pencil, ink) are
specific examples. Each represent
the successful completion of an
assigned problem of varying de-
grees of ability.
The paintings and prints exhibi-
ted reflect the advanced ability of
each artist. They show a high level
of care, as well as interpretive and
expressive ways of manipulating a
specific" medium. Prints by Cliff
Gerald (a piece entitled "The
Grading Process"), Sue Olenik, (a
color print of a dancer) and several
prints by Mark Frase deserve
special mention. Works by Cornelia
Atchley, Daphne Fullerton and Sue
Vlamynck used different tech-
niques and produced works in-
novative and free from the problem
solving trap. ,
The sculpture displayed for the
most part was skillfully done, but
lacking in distinctive approach.
One immediately noticed the alu-
minum sheet sculpture hanging in
the gallery. This piece produced
special effects of movement and
sound, as it swayed and rustled
from any breeze. A sculpture of
interlocking hands, of plaster
mounted on a wood base, also
called for immediate attention.
The show would have been
enhanced if several things had
been done to increase the apprecia-
tion of it. If the viewer had been
given some indication as to the
artist, the class and the medium
used, the appreciation of the pieces
would have been enhanced, A
number of the works were exhib-
ited because they were excellent
solutions to particular class prob-
lems and assignments. The viewer
could not fully appreciate these
works ' due to the specific and
unexplained nature of the piecces.
This is particularly true of the color
interaction works, a table of small
sculptures, and a majority of the
prints and paintings. These works
cont. on. p. 12
Arts Calendar
MUSIC
Hartford Chamber Orchestra Grand Finale Concert for 79-80
"Live At Lincoln Theatre" May 9 & 10, 8 p.m. at University of
Hartford. 247-6042.,
Woody Herman & The Young Thundering Herd, May 1 1 , 8 p.m.
at Manchester High School, Bailey Auditorium. 649-0252
THEATRE '
Deathtrap comes to Bushnell Memorial Hall on Tuesday, May 6
at 8 p.m. Call: 246-6807.
An Evening With Robert Montgomery, Wadsworth Atheneum
Benefit on May 7 at 6 p.m. Tickets are 50 cents. Call: 232-2290.
Long Wharf Theatre "Who's Afraid of Virginia Wolf?" by
Edward Albee. Call 727-4284.
ART
Wadsworth Atheneum: May 3 An Evening of Sonic Meditation
with Pauline Oliveros/Matrix 59, Co-sponsored by RAW, $3.50 8
p.m. May 8 Matrix Evening Lecture: James Wines of SITE 8 p.m.
May 11 Current Exhibition Talk. Richard Meier/Matrix 58 1 p.m.
Real Art Ways: Film, RAPE by Yoko Ono and John Lennon May 2
at 8:30 Two Punk Films: The Foreigner and Blank Generation by
Amos Poe May 9 at 8:30. Call 525-5521.
Music Announcement
The Trinity organ series concludes its season with a recital by
John Rose, college organist, at 8:15 p.m. on Friday, May 2, in the
Trinity College Chapel.
The program will feature the premiere live performance of "An
Introduction to the King of Instruments" by composer Robert
Edward Smith. This work, which was recently released by Towerhill
Records, guides the listener through the various pipe families and
individual sounds of a large pipe organ.
His recital is free and open to the public.
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 We must find
words or bum.9 '
Olga Broumas
Olga Broumas is the author of two books of poetry, Beginning
with 0 , which is Volume 72 in the Yale Series of Younger Poets, and
Soie Sauvage, recently published by Copper Canyon Press.
Stanley Kunitz said in his forward to Beginning with 0, " . . . lam
most struck by the directness and the naturalness of the inflection,
the ease of controls, and the bright tangibility of the perceptions.
This is a poetry that rests on the intimate authority and righness of
its sensory data , . . a poetry of sensations animated by a fierce nd
committed intelligence." *
Olga Broumas will read from her worlc on Tuesday, April 29 at
G;0O PM in Hamlin Hall, Trinity College. The reading is free and
open to the public, and is sponsored by the Trinity Women's Center
and the Poetry Center.
Trinity Women's Center
and the
Poetry Center
PHONC 347-O263
TRfNITy PACKAGE STORE
CHOICE WINES & LIQUORS
JOHN W. DULKA, PROP. 219 NEW BRITAIN AVE.
HARTFORD.CONN.!
(corner Henry St. next to Corner Tap)
Nineteen years ago, Mary Healy had a success
she1!! never forget: recovering from cancer.
She and almost 2 million others tire living
proof that serious forms of cancer can he heat.
But not without the research and advances in
treatment that your donations help tu fund.
Your contributions are important. As
important as life itself.
CANCER CAN BE BEAT.
American Cancer Society 51
Dancers Exhibit Their Art
liluiln by 0,1 w Orvill
Dancers performed on Wednesday night, April 23 in a dance department workshop-demonstration.
Art Show
cont. from p. ' 11
were, fascinating in many cases
because of the medium or process,
which if identified, would have
added to the viewers appreciation
of the piece.
This exhibit- led the viewer to
solutions and to interpretations of
orginality. The number of pieces
actively engage a viewers' mind for
a pleasant tour of Trinity talent.
The show will be running until May
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photo by Dave Carvill
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Why We Make The Difference
Call Days, Eves & Weekends
Hartford Area
800 Silver Lane, E. Htfd, CT
S68-7927
June 28th SAT EXAM
Class Starting May 14-5:30 PM
July 12th GREAT EXAM
Class Starting May 20-5:30 PM
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Other Centers In More Than
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BANTAM SPORTS ARENA
Fergus son Receives AD Award
The Phi Kappa Chapter of the Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity has
awarded the 1980 Roderick O. Middleton, Jr. Memorial Trophy to
Laurie Fergusson. The Middleton Trophy is given in memory of
Roderick Middleton, a Trinity AD brother. It is awarded each year '
to the senior who "in the eyes of the brothers of the Phi Kappa
Chapter, shows the greatest desire to participate in and the will to
dedicate himself/herself to Trinity Athletics." The last two winners
were Tom Lenahan and Paul Pieszak. Laurie Fergusson has lettered
in three Varsity .sports, and was Co-Captain of this past fall's
Women's Varsity Field Hockey team.
Women's Softball
The Women's Softball Squad had another tough week as they
dropped three games. Smith trounced the Bantams 28-1 last
Tuesday. Trin found their bats on Saturday as they lost a tight one
io (-'airfield, 13-10. Trinity's best performance came in a scrimmage
against Wesleyan, as they were edged out in a 12-11 contest.
JV Baseball
The .IV Baseball team had a 2-1 week, defeating Wesleyan 7-6 on
Monday, and Wilbraham 2-1 on Wednesday. Ander Wensberg had
the Wilbraham win for the Bantams. (
On Friday, the Bants fell to the bats of UConn, 4-3. Chuck Guck
i-ontinues his strong play at shortstop.
Boston Marathon
On a hot Monday afternoon in Boston, Massachusetts, seniors
Lanier Drew and Lonnie Townley, and Philosophy Professor Miller
Brown all competed in the Boston Marathon. Broivn, a veteran
Boston runner, finished with a time of 3 hours, twelve minutes.
Townley, running in his second Boston extravaganza, and Drew,
competing at Boston for the first time, finished together at 3 hours
and 28 minutes. None of these times were the runners' personal
bests. . . •
It IIAVDAIR TO EUROPE
BIG BIRD
LOW FARE
The 8th Annual Trinity College
24 Hour Relay will be run from 9
AM Saturday, May 10, to 9 AM
Sunday morning.
If you wish to participate, please
contact Howard DeLong (ext. 340)
for faculty and staff teams, or
Henry Stromm (Box 2000) for
student teams. ,
Schedule Changes
The Women's Softball team's
confrontation with Western New
England has been moved to May 2,
and they have added North-west
Community College on May 3. The
Western New England contest is at
HOME, at 3 PM.
Team Photos
Additional winter sports team
pictures have arrived. They may be
seen and ordered at the Athletic
Office. Now available are
Wrestling, and" Men's Varsity and
JV Basketball. Orders must be
placed by May 2.
Barnard, Plumb Div. Ill All Stars
Senior Co-Captains Bob Plumb and Dana Barnard were selected
for the ECAC Division III First Ali-Star Team for their
performances during the 1979-80 Hockey season. Plumb has made
the First team for the second year in a row, and closes out his Trinity
college career as the Division III 1980 Player of the Year. He has
also become Trinity's second leading all-time scorer with 86 goals
and 66 assists for a total of 152 points.
Barnard, a defenseman, is making his first appearance on the
First All-Star team. He has the distinction, however, of having been
a Second Team All-Star his First three years as a Bantam, thereby
making him the only player in Trin history to make an all-star team
all four years.
JV Lacrosse
The JV Lacrosse team suffered its first loss of the season while
notching two more victories last week, making their record an
admirable 5 wins, one loss.
• Last Tuesday at Choate, the Bants hit the pipe four times and
couldn't buy a goal with a seven minute man-up advantage in an 8-5
loss. Returning home on Thursday, the Bantams redeemed
themselves with an 11-5 victory over the Wesleyan Cardinals. Trin
closed out the week with a scoring spree on Saturday against
Wilbraham. After being down 2-0 early in the game, the Bants gave
up only one more goal while garnering 13 of their own.
Women's Varsity Crew Extends Win Streak
by Debbie Davis
The Women's Varsity Crew
extended their undefeated season
by beating a strong Connecticut
College crew and Wesleyan
University in a tough race on the
Connecticut River last Saturday.
The race was close; just what
Trinity needed as a prep for the
illustrious Dad Vail Regatta.
Because of iwo' turns* in which
Trinity had the inside lane, the
starting and finish lines were
staggered "against" Trinity. Thai is,
at the start, Trin started a bow deck
behind. However, within eight
strokes, the Bants had made up ihe
distance and were moving on Conn
College. Throughout most of the
race, Trinity had 3A to a length lead
over the Connecticut crew;
Wesleyan was never seriously a
threat. With every, thrust the
Camels made, Trinity matched
them. At the finish, Trin sprinted to
insure the victory and crossed the
line 1.9 seconds ahead of Conn
College and many lengths ahead of
Wesleyan in 6:41.7. The Bantams
won't see Conn College again,
because they go to (he Women's
Sprints instead of the Dad Vail, but
Wesleyan will be at the Vail ready
for a second chance at Trinity.
• * • • •
The JVs had a somewhat
disappointing race, losing to a
quick Conn College crew by 20
seconds. That wasn't the main
problem, however. Shortly after
the start. Trinity; in the middle
lane, was squeezed further in by an
off-course Wesleyan boat 'until
they were rowing in the Conn
boat's puddles. A coup!'" of the
bow oars did, in fact, clash with
Wesleyan oars. Wesleyan was
eventually • disqualified, but the
whole event was unfortunate. The
JVs felt they would have had a
good race with Wesleyan,
This week, both crews will be
training hard for their last regular
season race with Ithaca and Marist
at Lake Waramaug. Conditioning-
wise, the boats hope to make
improvements in preparation for
the Dad, Vail, to be held the
following weekend.in Philadelphia.
Men's Track At NESCACs
499 S533
Koundtrip from
New York
to Luxembourg
Roundtrip
from Chicago
to Luxembourg
restrictions
Confirmed reservations • free wine with dinner, cognac after • no
restrictions on stays to 1 yr. or advance purchase. Prices valid from
U S. from March 10 thru May 14, 1980. All schedules and prices
subject to change and government approval. Purchase tickets in the
U.S.
' Sec your travel agent or write Dept. #CN
 m \ '
I ' lcclanclair P.O. Box 105,
| West Hcmpstoad. NY 11552 -
Call in NYC. 757-8585; elsewhere, call 800-555-1212 for the
toll-free number in your area.
Please send me: . An k'cl.mdair flight timetable.
^(i,ir Kurnpcan Natations brochure.
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Sophomore Pete Smlalek threw the shot a personal best 45'2" In
taking a first against ECSC last Saturday. „(,„(„ by Daw CarviM
cont. from p. 16
the ten team NESCAC meet.
Captain Jeff Mather was the top
Trin finisher of the day, claiming
seconds in the hammer (152' 1") and
(he discus (44.8 m.). Chip
McKeehan had to be content with
his fourth place in the javelin,
while Tony Smith cleared 6" to
place sixth in the high jump. Frosh
speedster Pat Lyle sprinted to a
fifth in the 100"meters and teamed
with Merrigan, heading and Dowd
in placing in sixth in the 440 yard
relay. Dave Smith heard his name
on the loudspeaker, triple jumping
40'3Vi" to a sixth place finish. Scott
Nesbitt rounded out the team
placing by grabbing a sixth in the
high hurdles.
Even though they did not place,
Dave Muskat (4:14), Bob Williams
(4:19) and Mike Melo (4:27) sizzled
on theali-weather track in the 1500
m. race. Alex Sherwood (1:59.6)
and Bob Rasnmssen (2:02.4) made
some eyes light up by literally
running away from the pack in the
800 m, John Bremian ended the
meet on a good note, winning his
heat of the intermediate hurdles in
a fast 59.3 clocking.
The Bants' final meet of the
season will be held (his Saturday on
Jes.se Field. The meet starts at 1
PM, so be/ore you see David J., see
Jeff M.. Alex S., Bob K., Larry D.,
Mike M., and J.C. in the final meet
of their college careers.
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Tennis Goes 2-2 On Week; Quaffs Undefeated Tufts
by Dede Seebcr
The Trinity Varsity Men's.Tennis
team played four matches last
week, finishing with a 2-2 tally for
their efforts. The week was sparked
by exciting tennis action, with
many three set matches.
Tuesday, the Bantam
racqueteers travelled to
Williamstown to take on the Eph-
men of Williams. The perennially
strong Williams team overcame
Trinity by a score of 8-1. The sole
•victory for Trinity was garnered by
It 2 singles player Jamie Brown.
Trinity hosted the Springfield
College team on Wednesday at the
home courts. It was an excellent
match with several three set
victories for Trinity, although the
match went to Springfield by a
score of 54. H.\ Drew Hastings
won handily 6-0, 6-3. The H 3
player, Steve Solik, won in a three
set battle by a score of 6-2, 3-6, 7-6,
with a 5-3 tie-breaker in the third.
# 4 Rob Rexor won 6-3, 7-5, as did
John Wmkleman at the # 5 spot.
Winkleman also had a. three set
match, winning >6, 6-2, 6-4. Jamie
; Brown at M 2 fell by a score of 6-4,
6-2, as did Nick Rigopulos at # 6, in
a three set match (6-1, 2-6, 6-1).
Leading 4-2 at the end of the singles
matches, -afr three, doubles teams
lost; Springfie|d ultimately won the
match on that advantage,
Thursday, April 24, the un-
defeated Tufts team traveled - to
Hartford The, Jumbos came to
Trinity with an overconfident
attitude, obviously figuring on an
easy victory, Unfortunately for
Tufts, however, the Bantams were
primed for a win.
Drew Hastings easily defeated
his opponent, by a score of 6-2, 6-1.
Jamie Brown, the H 1 player, had a
long hard match. He played well
and outlasted his Tufts foe, b-4, 64.
Steve Solik, seemingly possessing
an affinity for three set matches,
once again remained into a third
set, winning by a score of 1-6, 6-4,
•6-3. , •
John Winkleman at # 5 was the
fourth victory for the Bantams,
winning 6-1, 1-6, 6-4. Rob Rexor,
ti 4, and Roger Knight, H 6, were
overcome by Tufts players by
scores of 3-6, 6-4, 6-4 and 6-1, 6-1
respectively. The doubles duo of
Hastings and Solik lost to Tufts,
and the match was tied at four, ft 3,
Winkleman and Knight, played the
deciding match. They overcame
the obvious pressure and won the
match for Trinity, taking the
second set in a tie-breaker, fl 2
Brown-Strickler's match was called
on account of darkness. The final
tally was Trinity 5'A, Tufts 3'A.
Friday, Trinity played UHart, in
West Hartford. It was a clean
sweep for the Bantams, as they
easily won, 9-0.
Yesterday, Trinity played
UConn (results unavailable at press
time). Today, they travel to West
Point to take on the Army Cadets.
Thursday, a match is scheduled at
Conn College, and Friday, the New
England Championships at Yale
begin, ending on May 4.
#1 Drew Hastings defeated his opponent handily, 6-2, 6-1 in Trin's
Win over TuftS. . photo by K«ryn Groh.5
Men's Crew-A Winning Day
Jamie Brown, playing at #2, was the only victor in the tough
Williams match last Tuesday. photo by Keryn Crohs
Schlein Leads Women Tracksters
Dubbed "Super Schlein" by her teammates, the sophomore
sensation has taken first in the 880 five times In f5ve races so far this
' ::seasOn.l'!v" : ' -C • / ; ' ' . ( ; . • :? /* , ' " • V_.. • / . :' : photo by Charles, Rosen field
byNickNoble
The Women's Track team,
bolstered by stellar performances
by sophomore Kathy Schlein in
meet after meet, continued to
improve over the 1-2 week.
- Last Sunday (ten days ago) at the
NESCACs Trinity turned in good
showings in two events. In the 880
Schlein copped first place with a
time of 2:20.1, her best ever, just,
missing New England qualification
by one-tenth of a second. The Mile
Relay team, featuring Schlein, Julie
Behrens, Claudia Piper, and
Wendy Kirschner, knocked twelve
seconds off of their previous time
to finish second.
On Tuesday the Bantam women,
were blown out by Wesleyan, but
Kathy Schlein won the 880 and
Claudia Piper won the long jump.
Over the weekend Trinity split a tri-
tneet with Smith and Eastern,
losing to the Northampton women
60-78 but downing the Easterners
6 0 - 3 4 . . - • • . ; . . / . ' : ' : : - ; . • • [ , . . . ' ' . ' ' [ , . . " • • ' ' ;
In the weekend events Schlein
.•-.was once again -the 880 victor,
running her record to. 54) In: that.
event. Lanier Drew :won the mile
while still tired from the Boston
Maralhon, with her best time,
5:29.0. Claudia Piper scored a third-
in the 880, while Maryann Connors
took second in the javelin with her
best t$row:of :the;;year^9i feet/, ..:•'
by John Moore
The Bantams travelled to Mid-
dletown on Saturday to take on the
Cardinals and the Conn College
Camels, and came away victors in
four of seven races. It was a pleas-
ant day for a row; it was warm, but
cloudy skies kept it from getting too
hot. The rain held off, and the wind
was negligible. Times were fast on
the downstream course.
Trinity started the day off well
with a win by the Freshman
Heavyweights. They crossed the
line with a time of 5:57, beating
Conn by nine seconds and
Wesleyan by fourteen, and are still
undefeated so far this season.
The Freshman and JV Lights lost
to a Conn College JV boat in the
second men's event. The Frosh
were well pleased with their
performance, rowing well to come
in half a second behind Conn with
a time of 6:16.1. The JV didn't
click, and finished third.
The Four bested three other
boats, winning in 6:53. The Camels
followed 15.64 seconds later, and
Wesleyan's Freshman and Wom-
en's fours finished a distant third
and fourth. There was excitement
JVLaxwomen Undefeated
On Week
The Bantam Junior Varsity has
been the lacrose* team's most reli-
able stalwarts. With the screaming
"Swarm Patrol" on the sides,
these Bantam women have contin-
ued to fight hard and chalk up de-
served wins.
Against Smith on home turf, they
proved themselves industrious with
a 15-4 win. Quick stick offensive
scoring by Lisa Donahue, Sheila
"Zel'e" Newbury, and Soraya
Zarghami put the Smithies in their
rightful place. The defense, headed
by Parsons Witbeck, Ana Meyer,
Andrea Mooney and g'oaltender
Anne Madarasz, kept the
Massachusetts women to a low-
scoring game.
At Amherst in turn, the JV
performance was even better.
Quick, accurate passes led the
Bantams to a .12-0 shutout. The
defense held tight when the ball
early on,(as equipment trouble in
the Trinity boat caused the race to
be restarted,, but the Bants were
obviously ;^ upyruffled.
--WPSl^Pii^^Ml.t coxswain
e^ie*iSSegig|^^^^^ficult ies,
attempting a close encounter with
'a- bridge abutment, '"W®^u$0m
beaten by Conn, "'the V-tS4w
Lights anticipated a tough race
from the Camels, and in the words
of the ,oarsm|^js§»f .spitoked- 'em."
They led C'oriji from the start, and
increased their lead throughout.
- Their time of 5:33 bettered Conn's
by 10.8 seconds and Wesleyan's by
2 8 . 5 • :. —• ; -:
•; The Varsity Heavyweights won
an excitingly close race against
Wesleyan, keeping their perfect
won-lost record intact. Ahead, at
the start, Trin soon found
Wesleyan up even. Trin pulled
ahead, to lose ground again at the
turn. They had a slight edge when
they took their awesome sprint,
and finished 2.7 seconds ahead of
the Cards, with a time of 5:38.
Next week the crews, head to
Lake Waramaug in the • beautiful
hills of Western Connecticut to
host Williams and Ithaca. Come
celebrate Spring arid cheer the Trin
boats to victor-y.
• r *
headed their way, which
seldom. The offense
pummel the Lady Jeff 7'
their superior force.
aglin, with skilled help from cente
•Carol-PassareUl.,Zelle.Ne^>..
and. Tracy .Swecker," kept J
Amherst: goalie pleading, or ,ne F-
Perhaps the best example Qi i
JV Wornen's progress, was -tn
skillful .defeat of, the J a l e . J
Eui.'After the Varsity's tough lau,
-Tn;ese; players knew they were, up
for/a: long, hard.game. They a^ so
knew,:howeyer, that they ,bad tnt-
psych and ability topulhjt, pt.t-. ,
;, Excellent play, was d'emonstjatea
on the.parts, of the "Big;O;:,eMense
and /the^ "Tight D1',: defense,
N^yer, Bara Clark.^Vitbeck and
Madarasz all stood out defensively,
while Swecker,v|)onahue. Newbury.
Passarelll arid, Zarghami Rallied tor
• • t h e , s t r o n g ; o f E e p s e _ , : " ; , ; . . • . : • > ; - • • : . ; ••;•' ••'• :A":
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Baseball Hangs Tough In .500 Week
Freshman catcher Nick Bordieri lines a shot in the first game of the Wesleyan doable-header.
Bordieri, as a hitter and fielder, is having one of the finest freshman-rookie campaigns in the annals of
Trinity basteball. • photo by Keryn Crohs
by Nick Noble
The Trinity Varsity Baseball
team played well enough to win in
four of this week's five games, but
emerged with a 2-2-1 record, to go
to 5-8-1 so far on the 1980 season.
They defeated WPI UHart, tied
UHart again, and lost twice to the
hard-hitting Cardinals of
Wesleyan.
On Tuesday against WPI John
Valencia scattered six hits to get
the win, with Mike Goss pitching
the last three innings in relief. The
Bantam bats pounded out 19 hits to
triumph 154. Every starter got a
hit. Steve Guglielmo had three of
them, including a two-run homer in
the first inning, the third of his
Trinity career. Steve Woods was
the batting star, with four hits,
including a solo home run in the
second. Trinity's defense held
tough, with only a single error.
On Friday Trinity played their
beautifully, allowing but one run, a
solo home run by Cardinal
shortstop Mark Anderson in the
second inning. But Trinity's of-
fense, although it garnered nine
hits, could only score one run in.
the regulation seven innings.
An RBI single by Co-Captain
Bob Almquist tied the game when
Nick Bordieri scored, and the game
went into extra innings. Mike Goss
came on in the ninth, and
Wesleyan won it by putting two
runs across on a combination of
walks, errors, a sacrifice, and a
single. Trinity was unable to score
in their half, and the game was
Wesleyan's 6-4.
The second game was all
Wesleyan's. The Cardinal pitcher,
Todd Mogren, who had won the
first game in relief, started the
second contest and went the
distance, allowing just three hits
and an unearned run in seven
innings, to get his second win of the
dav, 6-1. The loss went to John
Kicking Fails Ruggers;
Injuries Cost Victories
by Doug Sauerhaft
Two Sundays past, the Trinity
Ruggers took on the Hartford
Wanderers Rugby Club and were
bested in a tight confrontation, 8-0.
Trinity, missing many of the start-
ing fifteen; was paced by Andy
Boyland, Charlie Dolan, Rich
Leroux and Dave Johnson. Hart-
ford scored their tries on two
Trinity miscues. Trin's Ruggers
have had trouble playing 80
ft of 'intense' rugby so far,
so*Hi«rt<r{rtgj.'*'"fltiat ,'jias , cost- many
victories.
Saturday, Trin traveled to the
University of Massachusetts to
participate in the New England
Rugby Championships. Once
again. Trinity was playing without
their regular starting complement
and it showed. Early in their first
game with Western New England
(Springfield), Trin made a key
error down near their own goal
which yielded a Springfield try.
Trinity then scored on a John
Olear run, which secured a tie with
Western. Trinity encountered
some problems, and Springfield
had numerous penalty kicks, which
failed. Late in the game,
Springfield scored their second try,
taking the lead, 8-4. Trinity
pressed, but was unable to score.
The first game was marred by
unusually hard hitting, which
resulted in one player getting
ejected and one reprimanded.
In the second game, against
Bates College, Trinity was thinned
by. injuries, resulting in a make-
shift scrtfm which was led-by in-
terior hooker Adam "Ribs" Ash
and prop Joe Gamache. Charlie
Moore and Rich Leroux played
well at second row, along with
forwards Joe Penella and Dan
Duerr, who terrorized the field
consistently all day.
Bates got on the board first, with
two quick tries, putting Trinity in a
hole. Once again, both kick at-
tempts failed. Trailing 8-0, Trin
went to work on their opponents
from the North, and put a try on
the board late in the first half.
Charlie Dolan used his lightning-
quick speed to run by Bates for-
wards and backs.
The second half was all Trinity,
as the Ruggers put ten more points
on the board. Dave Snyderwine,
who has temporarily come and
gone as the Trin kicker, scored a
try off precise passing from Bill
Huffer and Dave Johnson. The
"Boys from Norwood", Johnson
and Kevin Sullivan, played out-
standing games. Sullivan, the
 ±
frontrunner in the Dave Buron ~
"Hands" Award, consistently made
hard tackles. Leroux and Charlie
Moore ran well, showing the
mobility of the scrum. Dolan then
held a running clinic for the Bates
team, as he ran for two more tries.
Snyderwine, not having one of his
best kicking games, fell upon hard
times as he hit one crossbar and an
upright. Snyderwine's final kick in
a Trinity uniform was good,
however, to end the scoring at 18-8,
Trinity, ' -
This week, Trinity plays UConn
Thursday under the lights at
UConn. The HOME finale is
against Providence College on
Saturday. The game starts at 2:30;
the team hopes to have many fans
Saturday, and promises to provide
some exciting rugby.
Trinity first baseman Peter Martin gives Wesleyan first baseman Dong Mannen a lesson on how to
play his position, as the two players dance briefly before Martin tagged out the Cardinal baserunner.
Women's Varsity Lax
Has Disappointing Week
To the members of the Varsity
Women's Lacrosse team, this week
has been what could be termed "a
learning experience." They've
tasted everything from hard-fought
victory to a brutal drubbing.
However, while many teams would
emerge worse for wear, Trinity's
laxwomen have taken it all with a
grain of salt and are more willing
than ever to prove themselves for
the remainder of the season. This
campaign has'been a tough one for
the Bantams, who have been top
dog in lacrosse for the past six
years. However, schools like
Amherst, Tufts and Smith have
developed strong programs in the
last few years and their strength is
beginning to emerge.
Last Tuesday, the laxwomen
battled a feisty team from Smith
College at home. In what proved to
be a physical game, Trinity
emerged the victor in an, exciting
11-10 contest. Strong offensive
performers were right wing Laurie
Fergusson, who scored two goals
for Trinity, as well as fiery Katie
Jebb and Lisa Nolen. Trinity's
defense had time on their side, as it
thwarted a strong comeback at-
tempt in the final minutes to
prevent a tie.
Thursday, the team travelled
North to Amherst to play the Lady
Jeffs. With Yale on their minds, the
Bantams took Amherst too lightly
and wound up on the short end of a
• 6-3 contest. The Lady Jeffs proved
themselves no pushovers from the
start, taking a commanding 5-0 lead
. in the first half. The defense shone
in the second half, aLL'ving only
one goal while the offense con-
tributed three. Dottie Tiundy led
the scoring with two, while Lisa
Nolen added the third. Lisa Halle
and Anne Collins stood out
defensively, while Jane Dwight
fought hard to keep Trin in the
game.
Saturday, in front of a home
crowd, Trinity became the victim
of a superb offensive show by Yale
star Kristen Spaeth, as Yale
defeated the home team 23-2.
Trinity's never-say-die attitude
showed the second half, as they
finally broke the shutout with two
goals by Lisa Nolen. Defense wing
Lisa Parker player perhaps her best
game in the lopsided showing,
while Trina Abbott did a superb
job at center, filling in for the
injured Sherry Benzel. Despite the
score, Trinity played well, and
Coach Sheppard was proud of the
continued .hustling of all involved.
first doubleheader of the week. Bill
Lynch went into the seventh inning
to get the win, 5-4. Mike Goss got
the save with a strong relief per-
formance. Peter Martin was 2-for-3
with a run and two RBI, but the
Bantams managed only five hits.
It was Trinity errors that gave
the Hawks their runs. Trinity led 5-
2 going into the last inning, but
UHart put a couple of runs across,
and things were looking bad. Then
Mike Goss came in to put out the
fire. Third baseman Mike Shimeld,
who had a rough day in the field,
redeemed himself by making a nice
play to get the final out.
The second game was an
exercise in frustration. Trinity
pounded out 11 hits to UHart's
nine, but at the end of six innings
the game was tied at four apiece. In
the top of the seventh and, last
inning UHart went ahead 6-4, and
things looked bleak for the Ban-
tams.
. In the bottom of the seventh
successive hits by Nick Bordieri,
Ron Berthasavage, and Peter
Martin loaded the bases with
nobody out. Lefty Al Subbloie
stepped up to the plate, took a
strike, and the umpire called the
game on account of darkness.
Tempers flared, but there the
controversial decision stood. With
the seventh inning voided, the
game was called a 4-4 tie.
Valencia. For Trinity Dennis
Gillooly, Bob Almquist, and Steve
Woods had hits, while Todd Dagres
looked good in the field.
The story is still the Bantam
offense. The team is hitting at a
phenomenal .343 clip, the highest
team average in Trinity history.
Three starters- Frank Netcoh
(.429), Nick Bordieri (.408), and
Peter Martin (.400), are over .400,
with Bob Almquist, Tom Savage,
and Mike Elia all above .300. The
return of Bob Almquist to the
hitting ranks has been an added
blessing, while Steve Woods and
Todd Dagres have raised their
batting averages by 250 and 176
points respectively since the first
five games of the season,
But the fielding has also im-
proved. Except for third base,
which has become the Bermuda
triangle of the 1980 season, and
which has accounted for almost
half of Trinity's errors, the fielding
has improved greatly since the
Wesleyan debacle. In the outfield
Al Subbloie has made his bid as
one of Trinity's finest rightfielders.
Dagres and Netcoh have also done
well. Netcoh's diving catch in left
kept Trinity in the game against
Wesleyan. Nick Bordieri is still
flawless in the field, although he
has allowed perhaps too many
passed balls, and Steve Woods,
Tom Savage, and Peter Martin get
better every day.
Trinity should have won the first The next home game is this
game against Wesleyan on Wednesday, at 3:00, versus
Saturday. Mike Shimeld pitched Springfield.
. i-J"' la tr i-Jl
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Week
by Nancy Lucas
The biggest problem that seems
to be facing the Men's Varsity
Lacrosse team lately is that they'll
lose thetr psych. The Bantams
appear to be unstoppable, as they
rolled over three opponents, one of
which was a strong Division II
Babson squad, en route to yet
another 3-0 week.
On Monday, 7-1 Babson opened
the scoring on the Trin home field
in front of a good crowd and
Channel 30 news cameras, only to
be answered four and a half
minutes later by a one-man demo
team named Scott Growney.
Growney danced his way through a
host of Bab'son defenders to flip his
first shot i>f the day past the net-
minder to [knot the score at one.
After failing behind by a single
tally, it was Growney again making
the Babson defense look foolish,
keeping the Bants in the contest,
and ending the first quarter tied at
2.
The Bantams outscored their
opponents 7-4 in the second period
to go ahead 9-6 at the half. But
their performance was matched in
the third period, and it was Babson
who was on top, 13-12.
Trin regained their composure,
shutting down the out-of-town
scoring machines whil^ garnering
four goals of their own, Winning the
satisfying 16-13 contest!^
The scoring was quite even, as
no less than four playerj earned hat
tricks on the afternoo^i: Growney
(added to his three assists, his six
points made him the! game high
scorer for the seventh t|me in seven
games), an injured $ob Plumb,
Captain Doug Bennettjt, and fresh-
man attackman Mik'e Brigham,
Brigham has become a fine
complement to his fellow at-
tackmen, Growney and Jamie
Birmingham, as he scored a total of
eight goals in three games. Bir-
mingham snagged two goals of his
own, while Peter Duncan con-
tributed one and three assists. Fine
play by Jim Samsel and Peter
Miller on first midfield gave the
Bantams the definite advantage.
Wesleyan took to the Trin field
on Wednesday, fired up and ready
to play lacrosse. Sporting a 4-3
record (as opposed to the home
team's 6-1 tally), the Cardinals
were not considered too much of a
threat. The Bantams were more
than surprised at their strong
performance.
The teams traded goals in the
first quarter, with Growney scoring
three of his game-high four goals in
that period. The IJ.iiu.iins shut oui
Wesleyan in the second period, and
settled back for an easy second
half, ahead by three goals.
The Cardinals took it to their
hosts in the third, however, scoring
three goals to a single tally by
Growney for the Bantams, moving
them to within one at 9-8.
Goals by Doug Bennett (he had
his second three-goal day in a row)
and Brigham in a little over a
minute clinched the win for
Trinity .After a final attempt by the
Cardinals to make a comeback,
Bennettt, Birmingham and
Brigham iced the win with a goal-a-
minute performance to make the
final 14-10. Goalie Gregg Caserta
continued to be strong in the nets,
amassing 24 saves.
The Bants closed their week with
a rainy day win over a weak New
Haven club, 19-6. The regular point
•ii-lleis all nuule thi-i1 i'Ustoiiur\
contributions, with Peter Duncan
notching a solid five assists and one
goal to match Growney and Bir-
mingham's six point totals. David
Hudson played his finest game and
garnered his first goal of the
season, and Jim Samsel scored his
fourth goal in four games. Tom ?
Chase also tallied once for Trin, :
and defenseman Bill Mfflcr,moved
to attack for the last few raimnes
 Q\ '
the fourth period, notched two i
goals.
All in all, the ,week was a good ;
one for the Bantams, and if they i
can keep their concentration, they '
could finish the regular season with j
only the Williams defeat in the loss
column, and a ibid for the 1980
EC AC playoffs! Next week, the
Bantams take on Springfield on
Tuesday and Conn College in the
season finale an Saturday. Both
contest-/ .nt iin HOVr tir''
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 Bob Plumb, playing despite a pulled hamstring,' is one of the
' Bantams' most consistent scorers. He has scorcdjat least one point
in every game he has played this season. ^ n hy ,.rdnklin KrtSmin
Senior Captain Doug Bennett turned in three three-point
performances last week to lead his team to their present 8-1 record.
Bennett is also valuable for his vast defensive contributions.
plioto by Franklin Kasmin
Men's Track Team Trounces Eastern, 110-42
All the pieces fell into place on
Saturday afternoon as a multitude
of Trin tr'acksters turned in per-
sonal bests while trouncing a
visiting Eastern Connecticut State
College, 110-42. The victory was
the first of the year for the Bants.
The weight squad continued
their dominance over the op-
position, outscoring their ECSC
foes 31-5. Under the tutelage of
coach Phil Kearney, captain Jeff
Mather bested'the field in the
discus (1561 4") and hammer
(14T7") and finished second in the
shot to a hurcularian throw by soph
Pete Smialek (45'2"). "Jeff was
consistently throwing in the high
150's," noted coach Rick Hazleton.
"That's a good sign for the post-
season competition. I was very
impressed by Pete Smialek's
personal best throw in the shot
put." Following Mather in a sweep
of the hammer, Justin George and
Dom Rapini registered personal
improvements in placing 2-3. The
javelin did not quite reach Broad
Street on Saturday, but never-
theless. Chip McKeehan brought
home another first place throw
while J.C, Chandler and the
versatile Boh Keyes speared out
the second and third place notches.
But the big turnaround came in
the running events. After only
winning two running events in
three meets, the jijsaw puzzle
began to unscran ble. Paul
Merrigan, Bob Rea ling, Larry
Dowd and. Pat Lyle pajrlayed three
effective handoffs to icapture the
440 yd. relay (45.6). ECSC struck
back as Trin had to settle for Dave
Muskat's third place ;in the mile
(4:34.4). Then the floodgates broke
loose. Frosh Scott Nsisbitt ripped
fellow frosh Bruce Zawodniak at
the wire as the Bants gained a 1-2
finish in the high jhurdles. A
beaming coach Cuijtiss Rooks
stood out like a beacon as a
triumvirate of sprinters - Lyle
(10.5), Reading and Dowd-swept
the 100 yd. dash. An E<bsC quarter
miler outkicked senior. Bob Keyes
in the 440, but it was too late; the
tide could not be tuijned. Keyes
and Bruce Silvers addqd two more
pieces to the puzzle bylplacing 2-3.
In shades of the NEC AC's, Tex
Sherwood (2:01.5) and Bob
Rasmussen (2:02) left: their op-
ponents in the cinder with a
scorching 1-2 finish. John Brennan
attained a personal goal by winning
the intermediate hurdles (60.2) and
he was closely followed in second
by Nesbitt. Lyle and Reading were
thwarted in their bids to capture
the sprint double, relegating
themselves to a second (23.7) and
.third (24.3). Junior Bob Williams
capped off the individual running
events by placing third in the 3
Mile with a personal best 16:04.7.
Brennan, Muskat, Keyes and
Sherwood completed the puzzle as
a Muskat second leg gave Trin the
lead for good a a quick 3:35
clocking.
Leaping frosh Bruce Zawodniak
flopped to a personal best 6'2",
outlasting the field in the high
jump, while freshman Scott Keilty
soared to a second place finish.
Dave Smith and Paul Merrigan
took turns at winning the jumping ,
events: Smith garnered first in the
triple jump and second in the long,
while Merrigan captured the long
and placed third in the triple. Bob
"Otis" Reading catapulted himself
11' in the air to gain a personal best
and a second place in the pole
vault.
"I'm very pleased witn the result
of the meet. Most of the team
turned in their best performances
of the year," commented Hazleton.
"The two relay teams ran quick
times for the cinder track. Dave
Muskat made a great improvement
in the mile. The high hurdlers and
John Brennan in the IH have been
dropping their times down. Bruce
Zawodniak and Bob Reading also
did personal bests in the high jump
and pole vault respectively. It was a
good meet all around."
In a forgettable performance last Middle town. . .
Tuesday, the Bantams were Two Sundays!ago, the treckstm.
soundly defeated 101-53 at the traveled to UMass to participate
hands of the Cardinals from cont. on p. 13
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Freshman Scott Nesbitt pulls away to snag his first victory In
high hurdles against ECSC lapt Saturday.
 phoui bv Chariot Roseni.i
